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ANNOTATION 

This document contains the user's guide for operation with the task «Editor of vector map» which it 

is a component of Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06. Main 

and auxiliary modes of the editor, parameters of the editing session, description of the operating panels 

are presented in this document. 
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1 GENERAL INFORMATION 

Editor of vector map is a system component of Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS 

«Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 (hereinafter – GIS Panorama) and it is intended for creation and 

editing (updating) of vector data. 

For activation editor of vector map it is necessary to select «Map Editor» item in the menu of 

«Tasks». 

Editor of vector map is intended for creation and editing of vector digital maps.  

Editor of vector map is controlled with the help of the control panel placed at start in the left part of 

the main window of system. 

The control panel for editor of vector map (further – the main panel of the editor) can have a 

standard or a professional appearance. 

The standard panel for editor of vector map includes the minimum set of modes for creation and 

edition of objects for digital map. 

The professional panel for editor of map represents expanded option of the standard panel and 

includes a number of the modes providing additional service on creation of digital map «from scratch». 

The control panel for «Editor of vector map» represents a set of keys, each of which corresponds to 

a certain mode of editing.  

At the professional panel, besides, there are the keys corresponding to the whole groups of modes 

for creation and edition of objects for the digital map. The choice of such key leads to appearance of the 

additional panel for editor of map containing a set of keys, corresponding to certain functions of the 

editor.  

The call of editing function is carried out by pressing of the corresponding key. 

Purpose of keys is made comments in a line of messages when finding the cursor over the 

corresponding key. 

After completion of carried-out operation (the end of editing for object) it is carried out saving of 

the entered data in the corresponding file. 

In case of failure in work program after editing completion of object – the entered data are not lost. 

In the course of creation and editing all image control facilities are available (color, scale, structure 

of objects, a map background, etc. – can be changed at any time for convenience of object processing). 

All operations of objects edition are carried out with the chosen object. In order to edit object, it 

needs to be chosen at first («Editor of vector map»). Only one object can be at the same time chosen. 

After completion of editing process (and also after creation of a new object) the object remains chosen, so 

if you need to edit the same object, but already in other mode, it is possible to choose safely this mode 

and to continue editing. However, if you want to pass editing for other object, you should choose it.  

Some operations of editing are carried out in a group mode (for example, «Removal allocated», 

etc.). 

Before starting of such mode on performance, it is necessary to allocate (don't confuse to the object 

selection) group of objects with necessary properties by means of «Search» menu. 

Though in the menu «File» there is «Save as» point, it doesn't mean that after editing of the map it 

needs to be kept. The edited object remains at once after completion of its editing. The previous condition 

of object too remains (automatically, in other file). It is made in order to return to the previous condition 

of object (before editing). Conditions of objects collect up to implementation for sorting of the area. 

All objects, making the digital map, are shared on 6 types by nature of localization (the principle of 

the spatial description), they are divided to 6 types (see figure 1). 
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A – Area (ranges); L – Linear (lines); 

D – Dot (raster signs); T – Captions (texts); 

V – Vector (focused dots); M -Templates (complex captions). 

Figure 1 -  Objects localization of digital map 

1.1 Editable map object 

1.1.1 Selection of editable map object 

The choice of object is carried out when pressing the left button of a mouse or the «Enter» key 

when the cursor is over the image of the digital map. Information about the chosen object is displayed in 

dialogue of «Select object». If in dialogue to press the button «Yes», the chosen object will be recorded 

and allocated with red color on the map. If in a window of dialogue the button «Forward» is active, it 

means that in the specified point there are some objects. The object located above others will be presented 

to the first. Button pressing «Forward» (or «Back») it is possible to make consecutive search of the 

objects located in the specified point.  

After that the object can be edited, for it settlement operations and operations with an external 

database can be carried out.  

In case by the time of a choice for object, any mode of the main panel or additional panels of tasks, 

dialogue «Select object» is made active doesn't appear, and the first object found in the specified point 

starts blinking. In a title bar of the map there is short reference information about this object.  

For transition to the following object in the same point it is necessary to press repeatedly the left 

button of a mouse or the «Enter» key. For confirmation the choice of object it is necessary to execute 

double pressing of the left button or having pressed the left button to press and the right button or having 

pressed the «Ctrl» key to press the left button of a mouse or the «Enter» key. At considerable movement 

by a mouse or pressing of the right button or the «Esc» key – the object blinking (i.e. choice process) will 

stop. 

During the object blinking (if necessary) it is possible to pass «Select object» dialogue, if to press 

gap.   

For a fast choice of object it is necessary to press the «Ctrl» button on the keyboard, and then the 

left button of a mouse. The object will be allocated without a call of the dialogue. 

 

1.1.2 Cancellation of object selection 

Cancellation (dumping) of object choice is carried out the next ways:  

1) by selection of a new object; 

2) by the «Refusal» button pressing in dialogue «Object Select» (Choice);  

3) by pressing of the «Ctrl» key and right button of a mouse;  

4) by selection the corresponding point of the pop-up menu, caused by pressing of the right button 

of a mouse. 
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1.2 Selecting of object part 

The choice of a site of object is carried out by the instruction of two (for the linear not closed 

object) or three points of metrics (for the closed object) by means of the cursor, when pressing the left 

button of a mouse. The choice of the site of object can be carried out for editing or performance of 

settlement operations when in a line of messages it is specified: «Select the object site». 

 

1.3  The set of the objects 

During the work with the digital map it is necessary to mark out set of logically connected objects 

for the solution of applied tasks. 

The set of objects is a set of logically connected objects belonging to one sheet of the map. 

Object of the digital map is set of figures (metrics, semantics, help data) to which there can 

correspond real object on the district (the bridge, the river, the building, etc.) or group of objects (block – 

group   of houses, etc.), or the part of object, or isn't available compliances (explaining captions, the areas 

of the district allocated conditionally, etc.). 

The description of object can be requested from the digital map or it is placed there, only by a call 

of the corresponding system functions. 

Objects in a set can be equal or one object can be the main thing, and the others – subordinates. 

Record of semantics is applied to preservation at object of accessory sign to a set of objects. 

Equal objects unite with the help of the semantic characteristic with a code 32803. 

The main object in a set has the characteristic with a code 32801, the subordinate – 32802. 

Value of characteristics is unique number of a set in the sheet. 

When performing operations of object editing (movement, removal etc.) can be considered its 

accessory to a set of objects. For this purpose in parameters of the editor has to be switched on 

«Processing of objects set». 

When editing a set of objects entirely, it is allocated according to color and thickness of the line, set 

in «Control of a palette». 

Special functions of the map editor are applied for formation of the objects set.   

 

1.4 Completion of executed operation for editing object 

Completion of carried-out operation is provided by pressing on the keyboard of «Ctrl» and «Enter» 

keys, a combination of «Ctrl and the left button of a mouse», joint pressing of the left and right buttons of 

a mouse, and also double pressing of the left button of a mouse. Some operations can come to the end at 

the choice in the corresponding dialogue of the button «Yes». 

If to finish object creation by double pressing of the left button – one more point will be created in 

the object metrics. In other cases – the last will be the point created by the previous pressing of the left 

button or the «Enter» key. 
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2 CONTROL PANELS OF EDITOR 

2.1 Professional panel of map editor 

Professional panel of «Editor of vector map» contains control buttons for editor modes and buttons 

that activate the expansion of additional panels. The buttons of the panel with the icon « » correspond to 

the logical groups of the editing modes. When this button is pressed, an additional panel of the group for 

modes appears. If you select a mode (pressing a button) on the additional panel, the corresponding group 

button on the main panel is pressed and remains pressed even after the additional panel is closed. The 

pressed mode button signals the mode activity. You can turn off the editing mode by repeatedly pressing 

(pressing) the corresponding button, selecting the «Cancel operation» menu item, pop-up when you right-

click in the map field or by pressing the «Ctrl + C» key combination. Pressing the «group» button of the 

main panel signals the activity of editing the additional panel. In order to press the button of the additional 

panel, you should press the «group» button of the main panel (an additional panel will appear with the 

button pressed) and press the corresponding button. Activate or hide the additional panel by pressing the 

corresponding button on the main panel or by selecting the appropriate menu item pop-up when you 

right-click the mouse while the cursor is above the main panel. With this menu, you can also select the 

current editable map, the current editable raster, or activate the settings dialog for the properties of the 

map editor. The buttons of some the most commonly used modes are also duplicated on the main panel in 

addition to the additional panels.   

 

 

Figure 2 -  Main panel of the map editor (left) 

2.2 Standard panel of map editor 

Standard panel contains only control buttons for editing modes. 

 

2.3 Users' panels 

There is the possibility of creating user panels (tools) of arbitrary composition (general functions, 

functions of the editor, calculator, etc.) through the item «User Panels» of the «Tasks» menu. 
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3 MODES OF EDITOR 

Editor of vector map is a set of panels with modes for creating and editing map objects (see 

Table 1). 

 

Table 1 -  Groups of modes for editor of vector map 

 

Creation The basic modes of creating, copying and duplicating objects 

(Table 2) 

 

Autofigures Additional modes of creating objects with complex contours: 

mounds, trestles, stairs, blocks, berg strokes (Table 14) 

 

Graphic objects Additional modes of creating objects in the form of simple 

lines, polygons and inscriptions (Table 15) 

 

Cutting and stitching Modes of stitching and cutting of linear and area objects 

(Table 16) 

 

Topology Regimes for reconciling areas of neighboring objects and their 

individual dots (Table 17) 

 

Removal Modes of objects deletion and their additional contours 

(Table 18) 

 

Dot (point) Modes of creating, moving, deleting dots, changing direction, 

smoothing and filtering the contours of objects (Table 19) 

 

Site Contour continuation of the object, editing and parallel transfer 

of the contour section, creation of parallel contours (Table 23) 

 

Measurements Measurement of length and area for applied contours, 

estimation of distances between objects of the map (Table 24) 

 

Semantics Modes of adding, copying and deleting the semantics for 

selected objects (Table 25) 

 

Height Modes of adding and removing coordinate H (heights) in the 

semantics and metric of objects (Table 27) 
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Text Modes of text editing for simple and compound inscriptions, 

tie-ins of inscriptions in the line (Table 28) 

 

Allocated Modes of processing selected objects: search for intersections, 

change of visibility boundaries, cross-linking and dissection of 

objects, creation and removal of sub-objects (Table 29) 

 

Alignment The alignment modes of the selected objects: vertically, 

horizontally, simple offset to the line and offset to the line with 

rotation (Table 30) 

 

Set of objects Modes for creating, splitting, and selecting sets of objects 

(Table 31) 

 

Models Sets (panels) of templates for created objects (Table 32) 

 

Main panel Main panel contains buttons for separate panels (groups of 

modes) and additional modes for editor of the map (Table 33) 

 

3.1 The group of modes CREATION 

 

This mode opens the panel «Create». 

 

Figure 3 -  The panel «Create» 

Using functions «Editor of vector map» it is possible to cause the new object which description is in 

library of conventional signs (the electronic classifier), or randomly described (graphic) object on the 

map. Thus you have some ways for creation on the map of new object: 

1) Main way. To press «Creation» button of the panel «Editor», to choose the corresponding object 

from library and to plot it. 

2) To choose object from in advance created table of models and to plot it (see 4.16, the group 

«Models»). 

3) If objects of this kind already exist on the map, it is possible to create a new object, «having 

borrowed» type at already put before object. 

4) To create the full copy of object existing on the map (or groups of objects) with its positioning 

on a new place. 
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5) To transfer object from the user map in a single or group mode (see «Transfer on other map»). 

6) With task use «Performance of calculations» to create round object of the map (or the user map) 

a zone of the set width and to keep it as object of the map. 

7) To create object by stitching of two objects of the map (see «Objects stitching»). 

8) To create object – as crossing of two ranges. 

9) To create the mirror object copy of the map. 

10) To multiply object in the set directions. 

11) To fill object with the text received from its semantics. 

12) To create group of objects on the scenario. 

13) To create objects by interpolation of existing isolines. 

 

Table 2 -  The groups of modes «Create» 

 

Object creation Object creation of the map 

 

Creation on type Creation of a new object with type of the chosen one 

 

Subobject creation Creation of an internal contour of object 

 

Crossing of objects Creation of the object being crossing of two initial objects 

 

Object copy The copy creation of the map object 

 

Mirror copy of object Creation of the mirror copy of the map object 

 

Object reproduction Creation of multiple copies of the map object 

 

The copy with type 

change 

Creation of objects copies with change like object (code) 

 

The line caption on 

semantics 

The line caption creation by the text from semantics of object 
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The object caption on 

semantics (any contour) 

The object caption creation by the text from semantics of object 

 

The object caption on 

semantics (a smoothing 

spline) 

The object caption creation by the text from semantics of object 

with task of caption placement by dots of a smoothing spline 

 

The copy on other map The object copy on other (user) map 

 

Creation on conditional 

object 

Save as an object of the map (with a choice of the view from the 

library) of the object created by another application 

 

Creation according to the 

scenario 

Creation of objects set according to the chosen file of the 

scenario 

 

The combined method The combined method of drawing the line (a broken line or a 

smoothing spline) 

 

3.1.1 Selection of object type from classifier 

 

Process of object creation begins with type selection of created object, its nature of 

localization (areal, linear, vector, dot, caption, template), and also a way of object creation. 

The model of display on the map for the chosen object is presented in an auxiliary window. 

If it is necessary, it is possible to carry out fast search of the necessary object by its name or 

a classification code.  
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Figure 4 -  Object creation 

Selection the type of the object to be created in the following sequence: 

1) To install the map on which the object will be drawn. It needs to be made only in case of the 

main map lies one or several user maps (as it is possible to cause with this mode object not only 

on the map, but also on any of user ones). It is connected also by that the main map and lying on 

it user ones can have absolutely different libraries of conventional signs (classifiers).  

2) To set nature of localization for created object. 

3) To set a layer of display to which the created object belongs.  

4) To choose object from the list of the objects names. 

5) To choose a way of drawing object on the map. It can be any contour, the inclined, horizontal or 

combined rectangle, a circle of the set or any radius, the parallel line. Besides, you can directly 

enter coordinates of points making it from the keyboard or consider them from in advance 

created text file. 

6) To set (or to dump) a record way of object semantics (semantics repetition). Cancellation of 

repetition for semantics means that after completion of object creation, the program will suggest 

you to change basic semantics for the created object. Basic semantics for created objects of the 

chosen type is entered right after a type choice of object. It is expedient to apply repetition of 

semantics at creation of the objects having absolutely identical semantics. At creation of objects 

with distinctions in semantics (at horizontals value of absolute height is variously for different 

objects) it is necessary to disconnect semantics repetition. 

7) To press the «Select» button.  

 

By simultaneous pressing of the «CTRL» key and the manipulator of a mouse in the list of 

localizations and layers it is possible to mark out some values. 

Thus the list of objects will contain the objects corresponding to allocated data. For example, if to 

allocate all localizations and all layers, the list of objects will contain all objects of the classifier. 
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3.1.2 Ways of object creation on the map 

Selecting from the classifier the type of created object, and also at the task of the image for drawn 

graphic object, the user defines a way of object creation, i.e. a way of input for coordinates of points 

describing it. The object can be plotted by one of the next ways, shown the table 3. 

 

Table 3 -  Ways of object creation on the map 

 Arbitrary (Any) line  On coordinates from the text file 

 Horizontal rectangle  Input of coordinates from the keyboard 

 Inclined rectangle  The parallel line, axis on the center 

 Complex rectangle  Smoothing spline 

 Circle of the set radius  Describing spline 

 Circle of any radius  Parallel line, left edge 

 Semi-automatic vectorization  Circle on three points 

 

3.1.2.1 Arbitrary line 

 

At object creation by the way «Arbitrary (any) line», the points of object are specified on 

the screen by the cursor and they are entered by pressing of the left button of a mouse. Dots 

are saved at the moment releasing of the left button of a mouse or «Enter» key pressing. 

At object creation by the way «Arbitrary (any) line», the points of object are specified on the screen 

by the cursor and they are entered by pressing of the left button of a mouse. Dots are saved at the moment 

releasing of the left button of a mouse or «Enter» key pressing. 

If in properties for the editor of the map the option «Trace» isn't included, index movement at the 

pressed left button of a mouse doesn't lead to creation of new dots. 

If «Trace» is activated, in the course of index movement at the pressed left button of a mouse or the 

«Enter» key, new dots will be created with a step equal to value of «coordination threshold», established 

in properties of the editor map. 

At input of the point located in close proximity to border of the screen, the screen center 

automatically moves to the last entered point (the automatic scrolling is made).  

This way is available for creation of any object type. At creation of vector object or writing the 

caption after input of the second dot, it is made automatic recording of object. 

At creation of dot object, the record is made automatically after releasing the left button of a mouse. 

While the button is pressed, the object can be positioned more precisely by movement of a mouse.  

For record of created linear or areal object, it is necessary to execute one of the following actions: 

double pressing of the left button of a mouse, simultaneous pressing of the left and right button of a 

mouse (holding left to press right), simultaneous pressing «Ctrl + left button of a mouse», simultaneous 

pressing of «Ctrl + Enter» or to select «Execute operation» item of the menu emerging by pressing of the 

right button of a mouse. Further all these combinations we will call simply «Completion of operation». It 

is possible to refuse object creation if to execute one of the following actions: simultaneous pressing «Ctrl 

+ right button of a mouse», simultaneous pressing of «Ctrl + C» or to select «Cancel operation» item of 

the menu emerging by pressing of the right button of a mouse. Further all these combinations we will call 

simply «Operation cancellation». 

At creating objects, when the mode is activated, an additional panel appears (if the option 

«Auxiliary panels» is enabled in the properties of the map editor), in which auxiliary modes are 

duplicated in the form of icons that can be activated during the creation of the object (see figures 5-7). 
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Figure 5 -  Auxiliary panel when drawing a dot sign 

 

Figure 6 -  Auxiliary panel when drawing a line or a vector sign 

 

Figure 7 -  Auxiliary panel when drawing a polygon 

These modes can also be activated by selecting the corresponding menu item, a pop-up by pressing 

the right mouse button or by pressing the appropriate «hot» keys on the keyboard. 

When you create objects of arbitrary configurations, there are available auxiliary modes, which can 

be conditionally divided into three groups: 

- automatic coordination and alignment (Table 4); 

- interactive coordination and input of coordinates (Table 5); 

- change of parameters (Table 6). 

 

Table 4 -  Modes of automatic coordination and automatic alignment 

 

Mode of capture «others» dots («K») 

 

Mode of capture «others» lines («J») 

 

Capture the grid node («N») 

 

Mode of creating the response dots («G») 

 

Mode of the horizontal line («H») 

 

Mode of the vertical line («V») 
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Mode of the perpendicular («R») 

 

Table 5 -  Modes of interactive coordination and input coordinates 

 

Input of dot coordinates in the form of coordinates («Insert») 

 

Copy of a dot for the selected object («I») 

 

Copy of a site for the selected object («P») 

 

Binding to center of the line («C») 

 

Changing the direction of digitization («D») 

 

Creating an independent sub-object («Space») 

 

 

Creating a linked sub-object («Y») 

 

Step back («Back») 

 

Table 6 -  Modes of parameters changing 

 

Increasing the capture area with automatic reconciliation («+») 

 

Reducing the capture area with automatic reconciliation («-») 

 

In addition, during creation the linear object of an arbitrary configuration, there are available 

auxiliary modes that are not delivered to the auxiliary panel: 

- Closing a contour of the object («L»); 

- Remember the position of the cursor on the map («M»);  

- Go back to the last dot; 

- Return to the previous dot. 
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3.1.2.2 Horizontal rectangle 

 

At object creation by the way «Horizontal rectangle», two dots are entered – borders of a 

diagonal of the created rectangle. Dots are specified on the screen by the cursor and they 

are entered by pressing of the left button of a mouse. 

At object creation by the way «Horizontal rectangle» auxiliary modes are available (Table 7). 

 

Table 7 -  Auxiliary modes for «Horizontal rectangle» 

 

Mode of capture «others» dots («K») 

 

Mode of capture «others» lines («J») 

 

Capture the grid node («N») 

 

Mode of creating the response dots («G») 

 

Input the dimensions of rectangle («S») 

 

Copy of a dot for the selected object («I») 

 

Mode for capturing the line of the selected object («Т») 

 

Increasing the capture area («+») 

 

Reducing the capture area («-») 

 

3.1.2.3  Inclined rectangle 

At object creation by the way «Inclined rectangle», three dots are entered – lateral face and a 

diagonal of the created rectangle. Dots are specified on the screen by the cursor and they are entered by 

pressing of the left button of a mouse. Auxiliary modes of copying for «I» and «T» are available to the 

first two dots. 

At object creation by the way «Inclined rectangle», auxiliary modes are available (Table 8). 
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Table 8 -  Auxiliary modes for «Inclined rectangle» 

 

Mode of capture «others» dots («K») 

 

Mode of capture «others» lines («J») 

 

Capture the grid node («N») 

 

Mode of creating the response dots («G») 

 

Input the dimensions of rectangle («S») 

 

Copy of a dot for the selected object («I») 

 

Mode for capturing the line of the selected object («Т») 

 

Increasing the capture area («+») 

 

Reducing the capture area («-») 

 

3.1.2.4 Complex rectangle 

 
 

 

At object creation by the way «Complex rectangle», in the beginning, two dots are entered 

– the longest lateral face of created object and then – other tops of a rectangle (through 

one). Dots are specified on the screen by the cursor and they are entered by pressing of the 

left button of a mouse.  

 

Intermediate dots are created automatically on crossing of the straight line parallel to the 

first line (and passing through the current dot) and a perpendicular to the first line, passing 

through the previous dot.  

Thus, perpendicularity of all sides for created object (including the last, closing) is traced 

automatically. Auxiliary modes of copying for «I» and «T» are available to the first two dots. Using these 

modes, the first created side of the object can be «tied» to already existing object. 

At object creation by the way «Complex rectangle», auxiliary modes are available (Table 9). 
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Table 9 -  Auxiliary modes for «Complex rectangle» 

 

Mode of capture «others» dots («K») 

 

Mode of capture «others» lines («J») 

 

Mode of creating the response dots («G») 

 

Copy of a dot for the selected object («I») 

 

Mode for capturing the line of the selected object («Т») 

 

Increasing the capture area («+») 

 

Reducing the capture area («-») 

 

3.1.2.5 Circle of definite radius 

For circle creation of definite radius it is necessary to specify the center of the created circle on the 

map. The center of the circle can be specified on the screen by the cursor and to enter pressing of the left 

button of a mouse or to use its auxiliary modes «I», «T» and «bind» to already existing object of the map. 

After the center indication of the circle it is necessary to set its radius (in m or km). 

 

3.1.2.6 Circle of arbitrary radius  

 

At circle creation of any radius, two dots are entered – the center and circle radius. Dots are 

specified on the screen by the cursor and are entered by pressing of the left button of a 

mouse. After input of the second dot, automatic recording of object is made.  

For the indication of the center for the created circle, it is possible to use its auxiliary modes «I», 

«T» and «bind» to already existing object of the map. 

 

3.1.2.7 Semiautomatic vectoring 

Vectoring process is a combination of automatic tracking of continuous raster lines (before crossing 

with other lines or break of the vectoring line), manual input of points and topological copying. 

It is necessary to begin vectoring with input (pressing the left button of a mouse or by the copy from 

existing object) the initial dot of object. Further it is possible to enter similarly the subsequent dots, to 

copy dots and sites of existing objects or to start the vectorizator.  

For start the vectorizator it is necessary to specify the vectoring direction (cursor movement) and, 

without pressing the buttons of a mouse to intensify vectoring (a key «О» – lat.). Thus the cursor has to 
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be over the raster image of the vectoring line. Saving of object is made at the moment of «Operation 

completing». 

Vectoring, according to the raster image with a color palette more than 256, is possible only with 

use of manual methods. 

To use of semiautomatic vectoring it is necessary by means of standard graphic packages 

(PhotoStyler, etc.) to receive the image with a palette of 256 colors (8 bits on a dot). In the course of 

image preparation (before palette change) it is necessary to achieve (whenever possible) the best 

combination of brightness and contrast objects which will be subjected subsequently to semiautomatic 

vectoring. These objects become more uniform, they are consisted of the minimum quantity of shades. 

After obtaining the 256-color raster image it is converted in an internal format of raster data GIS 

Panorama (RSW) and transformed on four dots of the corresponding in advance created sheet of the map. 

To increase of convenience for vectoring of a land relief it is recommended to create black-and-

white (1bit on a dot) relief raster.  

Semiautomatic vectoring can also be performed on a color raster (16 or 256 colors), but before that, 

it is necessary to disable the «extra» colors on the screen, in the raster properties, i.e. all colors that do not 

describe the objects you are vectoring (including the color which is background one). 

 

3.1.2.8 Object creation by coordinates from text file  

You can plot object (or group of the same objects) which description is available in the form of the 

set for coordinates of dots making it. For this purpose it is necessary to prepare the corresponding text file 

beforehand. 

This mode allows you to create objects by coordinates from XYH text files (see Appendix 1) and 

MET (see Appendix 2). 

The coordinates, contained in a file of type XYH, can be used to create dot, line, or area objects. 

Directly applying the objects, described in the text file to the map, it is done using the mode «Map 

Editor \ Object creating» (the method of creation is «By coordinates from a text file»). 

 

3.1.2.9 Parallel line (central axis) 

 

At object creation in the form of the parallel line, the dots are entered describing the axial 

line of created object. Dots are specified on the screen by the cursor and they are entered by 

pressing of the left button of a mouse. Width of a created zone can be changed dynamically 

in the course of object creation (keys «+» and «-»).  

Besides it is possible to set the fixed value of width for created «zone» in mm. on the map or in 

meters on the district, having adjusted parameters of editing session (a digitization step).  

It is possible to cancel the last entered dot by «Backspace» key pressing, a step back or having 

selected «Remove (delete) the last dot» item of the menu emerging by pressing of the right button of a 

mouse. Object saving is made at the moment of «Operation complete». 

 

3.1.2.10 Smoothing spline 

 

This mode is available for creation of linear, area objects and captions. At object creation, 

dots are specified on the screen by the cursor and they are entered by pressing of the left 

button of a mouse. 

It is expedient to apply this mode to plot the design objects that are not rigidly attached to the map 

itself (the schematic boundaries of all kinds of zones, boundaries, etc.) on the map. As the smooth curve 

which it is under construction automatically with using the dots entered by you, it will not precisely pass 

through these dots. Besides, this mode can be used for creation of curvilinear captions.  

For creation of the curvilinear captions it is necessary: 

1) to specify localization of created object in a choice window – «Caption». 
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2) to specify a layer of display in which you will look for type of object caused with you (in this 

case a font of the put caption). As a rule, in all classifiers, the captions are collected in the layer 

«NAMES AND CAPTIONS», however there can be exceptions when captions are carried on 

different layers of the classifier. 

3) to choose type of created object (font). For creation of the curvilinear caption it is necessary to 

choose not horizontal fonts (the sample of such font in the IMAGE window is displayed on a 

diagonal of this window and a sample of a horizontal font – it is horizontal in the window 

center). 

4) to set a way of creation – «Smoothing spline». 

5) to press the «Select» button. 

6) to enter the text of the created caption 

7) to plot the text, having designated rotary dots of a curve on which the created caption will be 

located. 

 

It is possible to cancel the last entered dot by «Backspace» key pressing, a step back or having 

selected «Remove the last dot» item of the menu emerging by pressing the right button of a mouse. 

Object saving is made at the moment of «Operation complete». 

 

3.1.2.11 Describing spline 

 

The describing spline differs from a smoothing spline that automatically built smooth curve 

will pass precisely through the dots specified by you. At creation of object, dots are 

specified on the screen by the cursor and they are entered by pressing of the left button of a 

mouse. 

This mode can be used for mapping various objects (for example: horizontals, the rivers, roads, etc). 

It is possible to cancel the last entered dot by «Backspace» key pressing, a step back or having 

selected «Remove the last dot» item of the menu emerging by pressing of the right button of a mouse. 

Object saving is made at the moment of «Operation Complete». 

 

3.1.2.12 Coordinates entering from keyboard 

 
Dialogue of creation and editing of object map metrics is intended for editing of the metric 

description for existing object of the map, and also, creations of a new object by input 

values of coordinates for dots describing it. 

Input and editing of coordinates for object can be carried out in left rectangular (X – up, Y – to the 

right) or geodetic (B latitude, longitude of L) system of coordinates. 

Switching on geodetic system of coordinates it is possible only if the current map supports 

recalculation from rectangular in geodetic system. 

In case if the edited (created) object contains three-dimensional metrics, it is automatically available 

input of absolute height for a dot (H). 

If editing three-dimensional object to disconnect an option «Н», the third coordinate (height) at dots 

will be removed. 

If to activate an option «Н» for two-dimensional object, in dots in which on the current map, there 

is an open matrix of heights, height taken from a matrix will be automatically placed. 

For dots where it is impossible to determine automatically height (an open matrix isn't present), as 

the third coordinate the pseudo-code of wrong height (-111111) will be appropriated. 

The option «Spline» serves for activation (and switching off) at edited object the sign of the 

dynamic spline. The contour of such objects is under construction at the time of display on the screen in 

the form of a bending-around dynamic spline. 

Input and editing of object dots for the digital map (in system X, Y) it can be carried out in one of 

seven modes (see Table 10). 
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Table 10 -  Modes of the coordinates input 

 Direct input of rectangular coordinates (X, Y) 

 
Direct input of geodetic coordinates (B, L) 

 
Input of increments of dX, dY 

 
Input of distances and directional corners 

 Input of distances and left rotary corners 

 
Input of distances and conditional directions (rhumb) 

 

During the input, the modes can be switched. 

In a mode for direct input of rectangular coordinates (X, Y) it is possible using of prefixes 

(automatic input of initial symbols repeating for all entered points in values of coordinates). In the lines 

«Prefix X» and «Prefix Y» constant values are entered. They will be automatically copied in the 

corresponding cells of the table before their filling.  

In a mode for «Direct input of geodetic coordinates» (B, L), values of coordinates can be presented 

in one of three types (see Table 11). 

 

Table 11 -  Format of the coordinates 

Type Description Example 

G M S.s Integer degrees and minutes, seconds in the form of a real number 55° 24' 15.643" 

G M.м Integer degrees, minutes in the form of a real number 55° 24.261206' 

G.g Degrees in the form of a real number 55.404345° 

 

Geodetic coordinates can be entered in the coordinate system of 1942 (Krasovsky's ellipsoid 1942) 

or in the international coordinate system of 1984 (WGS 1984 ellipsoid). 

Editing of increments (dX, dY) is possible in two modes: with fixing of coordinates; and with fixing 

of increments. 

In a mode of fixing of coordinates when editing increment to the current dot, coordinates will 

change only this dot (increments from the current dot to following will change also). 

In a mode of fixing of increments, earlier existing behind the edited dot, it will remain increments 

(coordinates of dots for following further ones will be counted). 

Entered values of corners (directions) can accept the following values: 

- directional, a corner (0-360 ° clockwise from the direction to the north); 

- right and left rotary corner (0-360 °); 

- rhumb (see Table 12), 0 °NE = 0 °NW, 90 °NE = 90 °SE, 0 °SE = 0 °SW, 90 °NW = 90 °SW. 

 

Table 12 -  Notation of the rhumb 

Notation Angle ranges 

NE 0-90 ° clockwise from the direction to the north 

NW 0-90 ° counterclockwise from the direction to the north 

SE 0-90 ° counterclockwise from the direction to the south 
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Notation Angle ranges 

SW 0-90 ° clockwise from the direction to the south 

 

The line of additional tools is located in the lower part of a window. 

Performance of cancellation for the previous actions (to 256 steps back) it is possible before object 

saving or switching of a mode for input of coordinates.  

Besides it is possible removal and duplication of the current dot, fast moving to the beginning and 

the table end, closing, change of the direction and removal (except the main thing) the current sub-object, 

and also installation of the beginning of a sub-object in the current dot (for the closed sub-object).  

The scheme of created (edited) object is displayed in the right top part of the dialogue window. 

It is possible to increase and reduce the image by pressing of the corresponding buttons. 

The provision of the current dot is displayed by «punch». The current sub-object is displayed by 

two colors: the blue – from the first to the current dot, red – from present to the last dot (for fast visual 

definition of the digitizing direction). All other sub-objects (if they are present) are displayed by brown 

color. 

 

3.1.2.13 Circle created by three dots 

 

It is expedient to apply this mode to mapping of circles for which difficult unambiguously to 

define position of the center. At creation of a circle, three dots located directly on a circle are 

entered. Dots are specified on the screen by the cursor and they are entered by pressing of the 

left button of a mouse. After input of the third dot, it is made automatic recording of object. 

 

3.1.3 Dependence of creation ways from the object type 

The spatial (metric) description for various types of objects can be submitted as follows: 

- dot object – one dot;  

- vector object – two dots; 

- linear object – sequence of two or more dots; 

- area object – sequence of four or more dots (coordinates of the first and the last dots are 

coincided); 

- rectilinear caption – two dots; 

- curvilinear caption – sequence on pairs of dots (two dots on every sign). 

 

At the choice you concrete type of object (localization), you can notice that some buttons 

corresponding to ways of creation became inaccessible. It means that the type way chosen by you can't be 

plotted. 

 

3.1.4 Creating object with the code of existing object 

 

For object creation with a code (type) of already existing object it is necessary to choose on 

the map object – a standard, and then to create object. 

 

3.1.5 Sub-object creation 

 

The sub-object can be created for area (internal border) or linear object (component). 

For creation of a sub-object it is necessary to choose edited object. After that the mode of 

creation the linear or the area object (depending on type of the chosen object) will be 

automatically activated. The created object automatically becomes a sub-object of the 

object chosen before. 
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3.1.6 Intersection of area objects 

 

This mode serves for search the crossings of area objects. 

Operation should be constructed as follows: 

- to choose consistently two objects (and the first object has to be area and it can have sub-

objects, and the second object can be area or closed linear, but has to be without sub-objects); 

- to choose a type of the created area or closed linear objects.  

 

The created objects of the chosen type will be result of this. They are being crossings of initial 

objects. 

It is possible to cancel creation of objects in the mode «Step back». 

 

3.1.7 Creating a copy of existing map object 

 

It is expedient to apply this mode at creation of standard objects (when one object can be 

received by the way in parallel transfer of other object). 

Change of planned position of the chosen object is carried out by index movement at the pressed 

left button of a mouse. The direction and step of change for position of the object corresponds to index 

movement, since the moment when the left button of a mouse was pressed. Index movement at the 

released button doesn't lead to change for position of the object. In case, at the time of activity mode, the 

group of objects was allocated on the edited map, the operator is offered to copy this group or to choose 

concrete object on the map. 

It is possible to move object (or group of the allocated objects) on a new place as by means of a 

mouse, and having specified a movement vector (an auxiliary mode «I»). For this purpose it is necessary 

to intensify process of a vector choice and to choose the first and the second real point of object for the 

map. After the indication of the second point there will be a record of the moved objects on a new place. 

It is recommended to carry out rough positioning of object by means of a mouse, an exact by means 

of arrows on the keyboard at the pressed button of a mouse. 

Saving of the object is made at the time of completion the carried-out operation. 

 

3.1.8 Mirror copying of existed map object 

 

For creation of the mirror copy for already existing map object, it is necessary to choose 

object on the map at first– a standard, and then to specify on the map by two dots the line – 

a symmetry axis. At the indication of dots it is possible to become attached to any existing 

object by means of a mode for copying of a real dot («I»). As a result of operation the new 

object is created, which relatively chosen axis of symmetry, it will be mirror display of 

initial object. 

 

3.1.9 Massive creation of one type objects 

 

This mode is intended for creation of multiple copies of object or group of objects. 

Reproduction (of these objects) happens in the set direction, to the set interval and the set 

number of copies. 

After this mode activity, if there are no allocated objects, it is necessary to choose object. The 

dialogue will appear with reproduction parameters. At the beginning of this dialogue, reference 

information is given: object dimensions (or groups of objects) – height, width; reference mark – the 
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bottom left corner of object dimensions, shift from the beginning. At a task of shift value – copies of 

object will be under construction with the accounting of this size. 

There are two modes of copies creation: 

- reproduction in two directions (on coordinate axes); 

- reproduction in one direction (on the set vector). 

 

At reproduction on coordinate axes it is necessary to set a step, quantity of objects on height and 

width or final coordinates. If the metrics of the copy coincides with an original metrics, the copy won't be 

under construction not to do double objects. At object reproduction in one direction, it is necessary to set 

quantity of objects and a directional corner.  

After installation of parameters for reproduction, contours of all constructed copies will be 

represented on the map. At confirmation (double pressing of the left key of a mouse or «Ctrl+Enter») 

copies of objects will be recorded down on a sheet. Parameters of reproduction can be changed, having 

selected in a context menu «Parameters» item. 

 

3.1.10 Inscription of line by semantics of object (on the line) 

 

This mode is intended for drawing captions of linear objects if the text of the caption 

contains in the quality of the semantic characteristic for this object. 

The example of this mode using can be the caption of horizontals (absolute height), glades (width), 

etc. Captions are put on that map where the object is chosen.  

The type of inscription is set or gets out from:  

- semantics of object, if there is a link to caption type in semantics of an object code (in the map 

classifier), there is a link for type of inscription; 

- dialogue of a choice for the type of object, if there is in semantics of the object code (in the map 

classifier), the link for type of inscription is absent. 

 

By default the text of the caption gets out of the semantic characteristic for which in the maps 

qualifier there is a link to caption type (if there is several such characteristics – it is offered to choose the 

characteristic from the list). If in semantics of object there are no characteristics with reference to caption 

type, it is offered to choose the semantic characteristic from the list of all semantics, existing at this 

object. 

The caption is put on the object in a dot closest to a cursor position at the time of the object 

selection. 

 

3.1.11 Inscription of line by semantics of object (arbitrary contour) 

 

This mode is intended for drawing captions of objects, if the text of the caption contains in 

a quality of the semantic characteristic of this object. 

Inscriptions (captions) are put on that map where the object is chosen. 

The type of inscription is set or gets out from:  

- semantics of object, if there is a link to caption type in semantics of an object code (in the map 

classifier), there is a link for type of inscription; 

- dialogue of a choice for the type of object, if there is in semantics of the object code (in the map 

classifier), the link for type of inscription is absent. 

 

By default the text of the caption gets out of the semantic characteristic for which in the maps 

qualifier there is a link to caption type (if there is several such characteristics – it is offered to choose the 
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characteristic from the list). If in semantics of object there are no characteristics with reference to caption 

type, it is offered to choose the semantic characteristic from the list of all semantics, existing at this 

object. 

After a choice of object and confirmation for the caption of text, it is necessary to set a place for 

placement of the caption by two dots. 

 

3.1.12 Inscription of line by semantics of object (smoothing spline) 

 

This mode is intended for drawing captions of objects, if the text of the caption contains in 

quality of the semantic characteristic for this object. Captions are put on that map where the 

object is chosen.  

The type of inscription is set or gets out from:  

- semantics of object, if in semantics of a code of object (in the map classifier) there is a link to 

type of caption; 

- dialogue of selection for the type of object, if in semantics of object code (in the map classifier) 

the link to type of the caption is absent. 

 

By default the text of the caption gets out of the semantic characteristic for which maps in the 

classifier there is a link to caption type (if there are several such characteristics – it is offered to choose 

the characteristic from the list). If in semantics of object there are no characteristics with reference to 

caption type, it is offered to choose the semantic characteristic from the list of all semantics, existing at 

this object. 

After a choice of object and confirmation of the text for the caption, it is necessary to set a space of 

placement for the caption by some dots. 

 

3.1.13 Copying object to a user map 

 

For implementation of copying it is necessary to choose copied object and to specify, on 

what map copying will be made and what type there will be a new object (it is connected 

with that the map and the user map can have different classifiers). 

In case, at the time of activization this mode, the group of objects was allocated, the operator is 

offered to copy all group (the copy of the allocated objects on the user map) or to choose concrete object 

on the map. 

 

3.1.14 Saving of conditional object 

 

«Saving of conditional object» mode is intended for assignment of attributive properties 

and record in the digital vector map of the object constructed by application GIS Panorama. 

For example, for saving in the form of object for the digital map of a zone for the set radius 

constructed round specified object, the line was made on which determination of distances and creation of 

profiles, etc. For saving of conditional object it is necessary to choose in the digital map, in the form of 

what object you are going to record down it (to choose a type of object similarly to creation a new object 

of the digital map). 
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3.1.15 Creation under scenario 

 

This mode is intended for fast creation of a certain set of objects by a choice of the scenario 

for the creation, offered in dialogue «Scenario selection». 

Having chosen the necessary scenario and having pressed the «Put» (apply) button you can quickly, 

being guided by helps in the bottom left corner of a window, to put group of objects on previously set 

map. 

In process of causing objects from the scenario it is possible to refuse the executed operation or 

group of operations, using system of «kickbacks», namely: by pressing «Backspace» is carried out key 

cancellation of the current operation of creation, when pressing a combination of «Ctrl+Backspace» is 

carried out cancellation of all operations of the current scenario. 

Data and order (sequence) of creation are formed beforehand and stored in the text files carrying the 

name of the qualifier of the map where objects and having OSC extension will be created (see 

Appendix 3). Further these files we will call files of creation for the scenario. It is possible to create the 

scenario file (or to edit being included in the package of delivery GIS Panorama) any text editor entering 

into Windows (for example, WordPad). The created file can be also edited in dialogue of «Selection» and 

«Editing of the scenario» which is started by the «Adjust» button in dialogue «Scenario selection». 

 

The file of the scenario can consist of several groups, and those in turn of several scenarios. At 

creation of the file it is necessary to observe the following rules: 

1) The file has to begin OBJECTSSCRIPT keyword. 

2) The group has to begin GROUP keyword. 

3) The scenario in group has to begin SCENE keyword. 

4) All keywords have to contain only letters of the Latin alphabet and begin with the first position 

of a line. 

5) In the file existence of empty lines or the lines beginning a sign of the comment (symbol «/») is 

allowed. 

6) The line, which beginning isn't a keyword (doesn't enter into the standard list of admissible 

keywords) also it is considered the comment and isn't exposed to processing. In this regard it is 

necessary to treat with special attention to the correct input of keywords. 

 

At the beginning of a keyword being the beginning of group or the scenario there has to be a 

symbol «.». 

Keywords of the scenario (orders) conditionally share on groups (creations, constructions, 

appointments, operations with memory). 

 

3.1.16 Combined method 

 

This mode is intended for creation of linear and area objects 

Combined method is a combination of modes: 

1) Creation of free (arbitrary) contour. 

2) Smoothing spline. 

3) Describing spline. 

4) Arch of circle on three dots. 

5) Double line (an axis on the left edge). 
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Figure 8 -  Application of the combined method 

After start mode and choice from the classifier the type of drawing object, «by default» works the 

way of «Any contour». In the course of drawing object, it can be changed the way of drawing by pressing 

of keys on the keyboard 1-5 or the corresponding button of an auxiliary line of tools which is created after 

start of the mode and disappears after its deactivation. 

At change of the drawing way, it is made fixing the earlier entered site of object. So the created 

object can consist of sequence the sites created by different ways. 

Except the main ways of drawing, it is possible the additional combination of drawing way «Any 

contour» with the additional modes (Table 13). 

 

Table 13 -  Additional modes for «Any contour» 

 

Drawing the horizontal line («H») 

 

Drawing the vertical line («V») 

 

Drawing the right angle («R») 

 

In the course of mode operation, the auxiliary modes are available for dots capture («K»), lines 

(«J»), and also copy of the dot («I» and «T») and a site («P») of existing map object. 

 

3.1.17 Creation of dot object 

Dot object of the digital map contains coordinates of one dot. 

Dot object can be connected spatially with other objects of the map and it is logically connected 

with one or several records of an external database. 

At creation of dot object, auxiliary modes of creation (the copy of an existing dot) and «T» (the 

copy of a virtual dot) are available. 

The dot object is entered by pressing of the left button of a mouse. The position of dot object can be 

changed till the left button of a mouse hasn't released yet. 

 

3.1.18 Creation of lineal object 

Linear object of the digital map contains coordinates of two and more dots.  
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Linear object can be closed or not closed, to have some components (sub-objects), spatially to be 

connected with other objects of the map and it is logically connected with one or several records of an 

external database. 

The linear object (depending on specified type of object at a choice the way of its creation) can be 

created: 

- as object of any configuration; 

- as horizontal, inclined or difficult rectangle; 

- as a circle of the set or any radius; 

- in the course of semiautomatic vectorization of a raster background; 

- it is entered (coordinates) from the keyboard; 

- as the parallel line (pipe) with an axis on the line or on the left edge; 

- as a bending-around or smoothing spline; 

- creating the group of objects on coordinates from the file. 

 

3.1.19 Creation of area object 

Area object of the digital map is the area (range) limited to the closed line. The displaying way of 

area object on the map is defined in the electronic classifier. It has the conditional classification code 

established for it and the list of attributive characteristics. The area object can have besides external some 

internal borders (sub-objects), can be connected spatially with other objects of the map and it is logically 

connected with one or several records of an external database. 

The area object (depending on specified at a choice the type of object the way of its creation) can be 

created: 

- as object of any configuration; 

- as horizontal, inclined or difficult rectangle; 

- as a circle of the set or any radius; 

- in the course of semiautomatic vectoring of a raster background; 

- it is entered (coordinates) from the keyboard; 

- as the parallel line (pipe) with an axis on the line or on the left edge; 

- as a bending-around or smoothing spline; 

- creating the group of objects on coordinates from the file. 

 

3.1.20 Creation of a template 

Template is one of the objects type. These objects are on the digital map. 

Template is the difficult conventional sign, uniting in various combinations of the captions, the lines 

and raster signs. The example of a template can be the caption of the vegetation characteristic, the bridge, etc. 

At template creation, in the beginning, it is necessary to fill its structure (to enter the caption text 

into those its elements where it is necessary) and to plot it. 

If at the description of a template there is a horizontal position sign (it is defined in the course of 

creation and classifier editing), for drawing a template it is enough to point one dot to the map – a dot of 

binding of the template. When filling structure of the template with red color, it is shown the relative 

arrangement of a dot of binding and template elements. When drawing not horizontal template it is 

necessary to specify a dot of binding and (the second dot) the direction of orientation for the created 

template. 

 

3.1.21 Creation the set of objects in models 

Operation is carried out with a set of objects by means of dimensional frame in which all set takes 

place. Change of situation and the frame, and a set are carried out by movement of the index of a mouse 

at the pressed left button. Thus there are three modes of change the position of a frame, each of them is 

accompanied by a certain type of the cursor: 

- change of dimensions; 
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- movement; 

- turn. 

 

For dimensions change of the frame it is necessary to place the index of a mouse on one of counters. 

If the index is on angular counters, dimensions change in two directions (on height and width). If the 

index is on the counters located on one of the parties, dimensions change in one direction (on height or on 

width).  

When moving the index of a mouse at the pressed left button, there is a frame shift without change 

of its dimensions. 

To pass to a turn mode, it is necessary to press the «Alt» key at movement of the index of a mouse.  

Directly, the turn is carried out when pressing the «Alt» key and moving the index of a mouse at the 

pressed left button. 

Index movement at the released button doesn't lead to change of position of dimensional frame. 

It is recommended to carry out rough positioning of a frame by means of a mouse, and exact – by 

means of arrows on the keyboard at the pressed button of a mouse. Fixing of the objects set is made at the 

completion time of carried-out operation. 

For position change of one object from a set it is necessary to enter into mode «Scaling and turn 

objects \ Map editor». 

If in «Map editor» of parameters, the work with sets is switched off, it is simple to choose this 

object. If in parameters, work with sets is switched on, after the object choice on a question: «To edit all 

objects? », – to answer «No». 

 

3.2 The group of modes AUTOFIGURE 

 

The group of modes «Autofigure» is intended for drawing on the digital map of complex 

objects, for which means of the editor for conventional signs requirements can't be 

achieved full compliance of their image on the screen to a production print (the paper 

map). 

 

 

Figure 9 -  «Autofigure» mode 

It, generally, belongs to creation of large-scale plans. 

The example of such objects serves objects like «Ladder» (steps are always perpendicular to lateral 

faces). 

 

Table 14 -  The group of modes «Autofigure» 

 

Embankment (in 

proportion) 

Embankment creation with proportional distribution of strokes 

 

Embankment 

(perpendicularly) 

Embankment creation with normal (at right angle) distribution of 

strokes 
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Platforms Object creation like PLATFORM 

 

Ladder registration Object registration like LADDER 

 

Ladder creation Object creation like LADDER 

 

Zigzag Creation of zigzag object 

 

Drawing up  blocks Drawing up blocks in settlements 

 

Zone creation on 

object 

Creation of the object, similar to chosen, with a changed size of the 

contour 

 

Berg-stroke (isoline) 

in a dot 

Creation isoline (berg-stroke) in the specified dot 

 

Pair isoline (berg-

strokes) 

Creation of pair berg-strokes on the closed horizontal 

 

3.2.1 Creation of the embankment with proportional spreading of strokes 

 

This mode is intended for creation of area embankment (or dredging) in conventional signs 

of the large-scale plan. 

For creation of object it is necessary to digitize previously the top and bottom edges of the created 

embankment. These objects have to be linear and have the identical direction of digitization. For creation 

of an embankment it is necessary to choose consistently objects – the top and bottom edge. Distribution 

of strokes on the created embankment is made in proportion to lengths of the top and bottom edges. The 

code of object, by which will be created the embankment, can be set in parameters of the map editor. In 

case, in the classifier of the map, on which the object specified in parameters of the editor, a code is 

caused is absent, the operator is offered to choose it directly from the corresponding classifier. 
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3.2.2 Creation of the embankment with normal spreading of strokes 

 

This mode is intended for creation of area embankment (or dredging) in conventional signs 

of the large-scale plan.  

For creation of object it is necessary to digitize previously the top and bottom edges of a created 

embankment. These objects have to be linear and have the identical digital direction. For creation of an 

embankment it is necessary to choose consistently objects – the top and bottom edge. Distribution of 

strokes on the created embankment is made perpendicular to the top edge. The code of object, by which 

the created embankment will be issued, can be set in parameters of the map editor. In case, if the classifier 

of the map, on which the object specified, in parameters of the editor the code is absent, the operator is 

offered to choose it directly from the corresponding classifier. 

 

3.2.3 Creation of the object type «Platform» 

 

This mode is intended for registration of the advance created area object according to a 

conventional sign «Platform» of the large-scale plan. 

At creation of area object which will be issued as the Platform in a consequence, it is necessary to 

follow such rules: 

- all points describing object, have to designate platform support, existence of excess dots isn't 

allowed; 

- the first and second dots of object have to describe the first lateral edge of a platform.  

 

 

Figure 10 -  Platform 

Correct and incorrect options of the direction and the digitization beginning are shown the figure 

10. For creation of a platform it is necessary to choose designed object. Code of object by which the 

object will be issued, it is possible to set in parameters of the map editor. In case, in the classifier of the 

map, on which the object is drawn, specified in parameters of the editor – a code is absent, the operator is 

offered to choose it directly from the corresponding classifier. 

 

3.2.4 Designing of the object type «Ladder» 

 

This mode is intended for registration the advance created area rectangular object, 

according to a conventional sign «Ladder» of the large-scale plan. 

For registration of a ladder, it is necessary to choose made-out object. Code of object by which the 

object will be issued, it is possible to set in parameters of the map editor. In case, if the classifier of the 

map, on which the object specified, in parameters of the editor a code is absent, the operator is offered to 

choose it directly from the corresponding classifier. The direction of steps coincides with the direction of 

the first edge of made-out object. 
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3.2.5 Creation of the object type «Ladder» 

 

This mode is intended for creation of rectangular area object, with its automatic 

registration, according to a conventional sign «Ladder» of the large-scale plan. 

The object is created on three dots. The first two dots can be tied to existing lines or dots (auxiliary 

modes «T» and «I»). The object recording is formed by steps. 

The code of object by which the created embankment will be issued, can be set in parameters of the 

map editor. In case, in the classifier of the map, on which the object specified in parameters of the editor – 

a code is absent, the operator is offered to choose it directly from the corresponding classifier. The 

direction of steps coincides with the direction for the first edge of made-out object. 

 

3.2.6 Creation of the zigzag object 

 

This mode is intended for mapping of zigzag object of the set type. 

The object is plotted on three dots (the first and second dots describe height of object and its face 

side, the third dot defines the orientation to the planes and the size of object). 

 

3.2.7 Creation of the blocks in settlements 

 

This mode is intended for blocks preparation in a settlement. 

Process of drawing up blocks in the settlement is used for mapping of settlements with regular 

building. It means consecutive use of several modes for the editor of map. In the beginning the general 

contour of regular building is digitalized. Then digitization of streets and drives is made (a way of 

drawing – the parallel line, width of a put strip is set in properties of the editor or it is adjusted according 

to the image by keys «+» and «-» the additional keyboard). After that the stitching of the put strips is 

made. After activation of the mode «Creation of blocks» it is necessary to choose consistently on the map 

the general contour and the sewed massif of streets. After the mode performance, the massif of streets is 

removed by means of mode «Removal of map object». 

 

 

Figure 11 -  Creation of the blocks in settlements 
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3.2.8 Creation of the zone by object 

 

The mode is used for performance of parallel constructions. Editing can be carried out in 

single (the object chosen on the map) or a group mode (the group of previously allocated 

objects on the map or the logical set of objects). 

The mode is used for performance of parallel constructions. Editing can be carried out in single (the 

object chosen on the map) or a group mode (the group of previously allocated objects on the map or the 

logical set of objects). 

During the work in a group mode, automatic processing of all allocated objects (after a choice like 

created object and input of value for radius of a zone) is made.  

During the work in a single mode editing is made online. After the object choice on the map, 

movement of a mouse will be accompanied by evolution of created object. In case, if on the map not 

closed linear object is chosen, creation of the line parallel to it will be carried out. In case the closed 

object (linear or area) is chosen or in the course of a choice like created object the object is specified area 

– creation of a zone round the chosen object will be carried out. The type of a formed zone (rounded or 

with acute angles) can be changed, having selected the corresponding item of the menu «emerging» by 

pressing of the right button of a mouse. 

Zone radius (or distance to the parallel line) can be entered, having selected the corresponding item 

of the «emerging» menu. By means of the «emerging» menu, it is possible to make active (or to 

disconnect) modes of capture for dots and lines. 

Entering positive value of radius for a zone, creation of an external zone (extension) will be carried 

out. Entering negative value of radius for a zone, creation of an internal zone (narrowing) will be carried 

out. 

 

3.2.9 Isoline (bergstroke) drawing in the specified dot 

 

The mode «Drawing of berg-stroke (isoline) in the specified dot» allows you to put berg-

stroke on the closed and not closed horizontals. The beginning of berg-stroke (isoline) is 

determined by a cursor position at the time of the object choice. 

 

3.2.10 Pair isolines (bergstrokes) drawing on the closed horizantals 

 

The mode «Drawing pair berg-strokes (isolines) on the closed horizontals» allows you to 

put on two berg-strokes (isolines) on the closed horizontals. Their arrangement is defined 

on horizontals automatically (in the places which are the most remote from the geometrical 

center of chosen object).  

In case that not closed object is chosen – formation of one berg-stroke is made. Its arrangement is 

determined by a cursor position at the time of an object choice. If at the time of mode activation on the 

map there are allocated objects, the program suggests to process all allocated objects. Thus pair berg-

strokes will be put on all allocated closed objects. 

Formation of metrics for created object is made automatically perpendicular to the chosen object, to 

the right from the direction of digitization for the chosen horizontal. In this regard it is necessary to apply 

these modes after control of the digitization direction of for objects of a relief.  Length of created object is 

calculated according to the sizes specified for it in the electronic classifier. 

 

3.3 The group of modes GRAPHIC OBJECTS 

 

It switches on (and switches off) the display of the additional panel «Graphic objects». 
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«Graphic objects» are united in group the modes, allowing to work with graphic objects. 

 

 

Figure 12 -  «Graphic objects» panel 

As a rule, objects of the digital map have to be described in the map classifier. In the description of 

object it is specified: the external code of object, a layer, a conventional sign and other parameters. 

However, (explanatory inscriptions, auxiliary lines, ranges, etc.) it is more convenient to apply any 

graphic primitives to mapping of auxiliary graphic information without their preliminary description in 

the classifier. 

The graphic object of the map is the object which doesn't have descriptions in the classifier, but 

having a metrics, semantics, a layer, unique number and a conventional sign.      

The conventional sign is stored in the object description on the map. 

At data transmission the conventional sign is transferred in an exchange format (binary or text SXF) 

together with other parameters of object (coordinates, number, etc). Instead of an external code, it is 

specified a layer number.  

For causing graphic object it is necessary to open the corresponding user map or to create the new 

one. After that modes of the map editor will be available, allowing you to create any line, the range, a dot 

sign or the caption. Parameters of conventional signs (a view of the line, color, thickness, etc.) are 

specified in dialogue which is caused at a choice of the corresponding mode of the map editor. 

 

Table 15 -  The group of modes «Graphic objects» 

 

Drawing a line Drawing a line on the user map 

 

Drawing a 

polygon 

Drawing a polygon on the user map 

 

Drawing a raster 

sign 

Drawing a raster sign on the user map 

 

Drawing  a 

caption 

Drawing a caption on the user map 

 

Allocation 

according to the 

image 

Allocation of graphic objects according to the image 
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Change image of 

graphic object 

Change of a type for graphic object or group of the allocated 

graphic objects 

 

Copying of the 

graphics 

Copying, elements of the graphic description of one object for the 

user map in other object 

 

Moving the 

object in a chain 

to the end 

Visual approximation of the object on the map. After execution, the 

selected objects are displayed above the rest objects – «above all» 

 

Moving the 

object in a chain 

to the beginning 

Visual removal of the object on the map. After execution, the 

selected objects are displayed above the rest objects – «below all» 

 

Reset the 

characteristic of 

the object moving 

Reset the characteristic for visibility of the object «above all» or 

«below all», and the procedure returns to standard one 

 

3.3.1 Drawing arbitrary line 

 

For causing graphic object it is necessary to open the corresponding user map or to create a 

new one.  

After that the modes of map editor will be available. They allow creating any line, a 

polygon, a dot sign or a caption. Parameters of conventional signs (a view of the line, color, 

thickness, etc) are specified in dialogue which is caused at a choice of the corresponding 

mode of the map editor. 
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Figure 13 -  Image options (Image parameters) 

3.3.2 Polygon drawing 

For mapping of any (graphic) polygon, it is necessary to specify, on what map (if there is in one 

document opened several maps available for editing at the same time) and in what layer it is necessary to 

place created object, to define the image (a contour and filling) and a way of mapping of created object. 
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Figure 14 -  Polygon drawing 

3.3.3 Drawing of arbitrary raster sign  

 

For mapping of any (graphic) raster sign, it is necessary to specify, on what map (if there is 

in one document opened several maps available for editing at the same time) and in what 

layer it is necessary to place created object, to define the image and a mapping way of 

created object. 

 

 

Figure 15 -  Drawing of arbitrary raster sign 

3.3.4 Drawing of arbitrary inscription 

 

For mapping of any (graphic) raster sign, it is necessary to specify, on what map (if there is 

in one document opened several maps available for editing at the same time) and in what 

layer it is necessary to place created object, to define the image (a contour and filling) and a 

way of mapping of created object. 
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Figure 16 -  Parameters of arbitrary inscription 

3.3.5 Graphic allocation of objects by image 

 

By means of this mode it is possible to allocate graphic objects of a certain image (kind) 

with which then it will be possible to make operations of group processing (removal, code 

conversion, movement, copying on other map, etc.). For this purpose it is necessary to 

choose one object on the map. Automatically there will be an allocation for all objects of 

this kind. At a repeated object choice of the same type there will be a cancellation of 

allocation for all allocated objects of the set kind. At a choice of objects with the different 

image, the list of the allocated objects will be collected. 

 

3.3.6 Change of image group for graphic objects of one type 

 

By means of this mode it is possible to change the image (type) of graphic object or group 

of the allocated graphic objects. For this purpose it is necessary to choose object or group of 

objects on the map. On the screen there will be a dialogue «Change of a graphic image». 

The edited object can appropriate a new graphic view or to choose an object code from the 

classifier. 

 

3.3.7 Graphic copy from one map object to another one 

 

This mode is intended for copying all elements of the graphic description for one object of 

the user map in other object. For implementation of copying it is necessary to choose at first 

on the map object source (object from which the graphics will be copied), and then object 

receiver (object in which the graphics will be copied). Thus, all old graphics of object- 

receiver is deleted. 

It is possible to cancel operation in «Step back» mode. 
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3.3.8 Moving the object in a chain to the end 

 

This mode is intended for visual approximation of the object on the map. After the 

operation, the objects selected or highlighted on the map are displayed above the other 

objects – «above all». The mode is applicable for preparing maps for publication or for 

processing thematic maps. 

The installed above all» tag is saved in SXF and TXF formats, and when the map is 

sorted before canceling in the «Reset display» mode. 

 

3.3.9 Moving the object in a chain to the beginning 
 

 

This mode is designed to visually delete an object on the map. After the operation, the 

objects selected or highlighted on the map are displayed below the others – «below all». 

The mode is applicable for preparing maps for publication or for processing thematic 

maps. 

The installed «above all» tag is saved in SXF and TXF formats, and when the map is 

sorted before canceling in the «Reset display» mode. 

 

3.3.10 Reset the characteristic of the object moving 

 

Reset the characteristic for visibility of the object «above all» or «below all», and the 

procedure returns to standard one. 

 

3.4 The group of modes CUTTING AND STITCHING 

 

The structure of the auxiliary panel «Cutting and stitching» includes the modes, allowing to 

make spatial division and association of objects. 

 

Figure 17 -  «Cutting and stitching» panel 

Table 16 -  The group of modes «Cutting and stitching» 

 

Stitching of objects Stitching of the same objects of the map 

 

Sub-object creation 

by copying 

Sub-object creation (internal contour) on existing object 

 

Dissection of a 

linear object 

Dissection of linear object in the set dot 
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Dissection in a dot Dissection of  linear object in the existing dot 

 

Dissection of area 

object  by the 

object 

Dissection of area object  by the map object 

 

Object dissection 

by line 

Object dissection by the set line 

 

Cutting Cutting of area objects using reference and editable list of objects 

 

Common border Forming a common external border 

 

3.4.1 Stitching of selected objects 

 

This mode is used for stitching single-type linear or area objects. Different types of objects 

(a forest with a lake, a highway with a dirt road, etc.) can’t be sewn. 

In order to sew two objects, it is necessary to make their sequential selection. To cancel the 

result of the operation by using the function «Return to step back» or «Cancel» of «Edit» 

menu. 

 

3.4.2 Sub-object creation by copying 

 

The mode is used to match the inner contour of the area object with the previously created 

object (for example, a glade in the forest that repeats the lake's contour, etc.). To create an 

inner boundary of an area object, you must select a source object (an object whose outer 

boundary will be the internal boundary for the edited object) and the edited object itself. 

 

3.4.3 Dissection of linear object in the nonexistent (virtual) dot 

 

To perform the dissection of linear object it is necessary to choose the edited object and to 

specify the place of the cut (select a location on the object). The difference between this 

mode and the mode of «Dissection of linear object in the existing dot» is that in this mode 

the presence of an object in the place of cutting a real dot is not necessary. 

 

3.4.4 Dissection of linear object in the existing dot 

 

To perform the dissection of linear object it is necessary to choose edited object and to 

specify the place of the cut (to select a dot on the object). 
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3.4.5 Dissection of area object by the object 

 

The area object can be dissected by a linear or an area map object. To dissect the area map 

object, it is first necessary to select the dissected area object, and then the object to be cut. 

 

3.4.6 Object dissection by line 

 

An area or a linear object can be dissected by a line. To do this, you must first select the 

dissected object, and then build the line. When the line is completed, the selected object 

will be cut. In the event that at the moment of activating the mode on the edited map, a 

group of objects was selected, the operator is invited to cut the entire group or select a 

specific object on the map. 

 

3.4.7 Forming a common external border 

 

This mode is designed to form a common external border for a group of objects selected on 

the map. It is possible, for example, to form the border of the Russian Federation by the 

selected administrative districts that are part of it.  

The similar result can be reached by stitching of the allocated areas, however stitching – rather long 

process. The result can be various. As a result of performance for stitching all sub-objects which were 

available for initial objects remain. The general border is only an external contour. Besides, some 

restrictions are imposed on entrance data.  

In particular, for receiving expected result, it is necessary that the line forming an external contour 

was «free», i.e. at each of «boundary» objects, the site, participating in formation of the general external 

contour shouldn't have coincidence to a site of other allocated object. For example, there will be a wrong 

situation in case of existent «clones» at boundary object. 

Besides, boundary objects have to be topological coordinated. Dots – borders of a fragment for an 

external contour of each boundary objects should have reciprocal dots on the next boundary objects. 

For performance of process it is necessary to allocate group of united objects on the map, to make 

active a mode, to choose (to make a choice) one of boundary objects and to specify object type for 

creation of an external contour (linear or area). 

After performance of process it is necessary to make the analysis. In case all allocated objects are 

not integrated, it is necessary to do situation analysis in a dot of «cut» for contour, to cancel operation (or 

to remove mistakenly had constructed contour), to correct the error and to repeat operation. 

 

3.5 The group of modes TOPOLOGY 

 

 

The structure of the auxiliary «Topology» panel includes the modes allowing you to make 

spatial coordination of objects. 

 

 

Figure 18 -  «Topology» panel 
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Table 17 -  The group of modes «Topology» 

 

Site copy Copy of an object site 

 

Creation of 

intersection dots 

Creation of intersection dots for selected objects 

 

Coordination of 

two dots 

Coordination of two dots for two objects 

 

Coordination of 

several dots 

Coordination of several dots for several objects 

 

The report of 

objects 

Coordination of the ends (report) of linear objects 

 

The report of 

objects on a frame 

The report of linear objects on the framework of sheets with 

semantics control 

 

Node formation Moving of the edited dot on object-source with creation on it a 

reciprocal dot 

 

Coordination of 

objects 

Согласование выбранных объектов (формирование узлов) 

 

Coordination of 

dots 

Совмещение близлежащих точек выбранных объектов 

 

Coordination of 

lists 

Совмещение близлежащих точек с использованием эталонного 

и редактируемого списка объектов 

 

Common dots Displaying the common dots of two adjacent objects for a visual 

assessment of their metric coherence 
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3.5.1 Coordination (copy of area object) 

 

This mode is applied to spatial topological coordination of the objects having the common 

border (if this coordination for any reasons wasn't made at the time of creation for these 

objects).  

For coordination of objects it is necessary to execute the following operations: 

1) to choose the object which site of a contour should be copied in other object; 

2) on object – a source to choose a site which has to be copied; 

3) to choose edited object; 

4) on edited object to choose a site which has to be replaced. 

 

The choice of sites is made on three dots. 

As edited object and object – a source, it is possible to use only linear or area objects. 

 

3.5.2 Arrangement of crossings' dots in the chosen objects 

 

This mode processes only linear or area objects. In attempt to edit dot, vector object or the 

caption the corresponding message is issued, and performance of process is blocked.  

For creation of dots for crossings it is necessary to choose crossed objects consistently. The 

result of processing for objects (quantity of the created dots of crossings) is output in 

information window. In case if there is a dot on object in a crossing place already existed, it 

isn't duplicated. 

 

3.5.3 Dots arrangement of several objects 

 

This mode serves for coordination of several dots for different objects of the map. To 

coordinate (to combine) the dots belonging to different objects of the map, it is necessary to 

choose in the beginning object – a standard and to choose on it a reference dot (a dot with 

which the subsequent specified dots will be coordinated). 

Further consistently edited objects get out and edited (coordinated) dots are indicated to them.  

To pass to a choice of the following reference object, it is necessary to disconnect and again to 

switch on a mode (to press twice the button of the panel corresponding to this mode) or to select the 

corresponding item of the menu, appearing after pressing of the right button of a mouse. 

 

3.5.4 Arrangement of two dots for two objects 

 

The mode is similar to «Coordination of dots for several objects» mode.  However by 

means of this mode, couples of dots are coordinated (after coordination of two dots the 

mode passes to a choice of the following reference object). 

 

3.5.5 Coordination of the ends (report) for linear objects 

 

This mode serves for combination of joining dots of two linear objects within one sheet (or 

on adjacent sheets). 

In the course of the report, compliance control type (code) and semantics of reduced objects aren't 

made. 

As example can be coordination (report) of two different objects having the common dot (the sites 

of the road shown by different objects). 
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3.5.6 The report of objects with semantics control 

 

This mode is intended for implementation of the interactive report (metric combination of 

the dots coming to a frame) of the corresponding linear objects on adjacent sheets. 

The report can be executed only for objects of one type. 

For implementation of the objects report it is necessary to choose consistently on the map two 

reduced objects. 

At implementation of the report, control for compliance of semantic characteristics for reduced 

objects is made. 

In case of discrepancy of number for semantic characteristics of reduced objects, the corresponding 

message is issued. The operator can refuse the report or reduce objects (to ignore a mistake). 

In case of discrepancy of value for any semantic characteristic of reduced objects, the 

corresponding message with the indication of the wrong characteristic is issued. The operator can refuse 

the report or reduce objects (to ignore a mistake). 

 

3.5.7 Formation of a nodal dot 

 

This mode serves for ensuring spatial topological dependence between the objects relating   

both to one, and to different layers for display in the course of editing the digital map. 

After this mode activation it is necessary to choose object – a source, edited object and an edited dot 

on edited object. The edited dot «is extended» on object – a source on the shortest distance with formation 

of a «reciprocal» dot on object – a source. 

 

3.5.8 Coordination of the chosen objects 

 

This mode is intended for coordination among themselves all dots of two objects 

consistently chosen on the map. 

Criterion of coordination for objects is value of «Admission for the coordination», 

established in parameters of «Map editor».  

The first is exposed to editing (change of planned position for existing dots) only (edited) of the 

chosen objects (the first is coordinated with the second). In case of need on the object second (standard) 

«reciprocal» dots for coordination with the first are created, the geometry of the second object doesn't 

change.  

The sequence of processing: 

1) It is performed a sequential search of the dots for the edited object: 

- in case, close (at distance less value of «Admission for the coordination») from a processed dot 

there is an object dot – a standard, the processed dot is attracted to the reference; 

- in case, near a processed dot there is a piece of the reference object, the processed dot is 

attracted to a piece, on reference object is created the «reciprocal» dot. 

2) It is performed a serial search of dots for the reference object: 

- in case, near a processed dot, there is a piece of edited object, on it, there is created the 

«reciprocal» dot which is attracted to the reference one. 

 

3.5.9 Coordination of nearby dots for the chosen objects 

 

This mode is intended for coordination on the specified reference dot of the chosen object 

of all dots for all objects of the map which are located not further a threshold of the 

coordination specified in parameters of the map editor from a reference dot.  

The objects seen on the screen, exposed to processing, i.e. set in the list of objects displayed 

on the map.  
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For coordination of dots it is necessary to choose object of the map and to specify on it a dot which 

needs to be coordinated. 

The specified dot of the chosen object doesn't change the coordinates, and its coordinates are 

appropriated to all dots of other objects which get to the radius corresponding to a threshold of 

coordination.  

After coordination of the specified dot, the object remains chosen and it is possible to pass to 

coordination of the following dot.  

Completion of the object coordination – «Completion of the operation» or «Cancel of the 

operation». 

 

3.5.10 Coordination of objects by lists 

 

The mode is based on using lists of objects. After the mode activation, the operator is 

offered to specify what of earlier created lists should be used as reference and what as 

edited one. 

In the course of processing, coordination of objects for the edited list is made with objects of the 

reference list. If the dot of edited object is at the distance from reference object which isn't exceeding 

«Admission of coordination», specified in «Parameters of the editor», this dot «is extended» on the 

reference object. 

 

3.5.11 Display of the common dots for two objects of the map 

 

This mode is intended for a visual assessment for metric coherence of two adjacent objects 

of the map (having the common dots). After this mode activation it is necessary to choose 

consistently two objects on the map.  

The common dots of two objects are displayed by green color, «free» dots of the first of the chosen 

objects are displayed by red color, «free» dots of the second ones for the chosen objects are displayed by 

yellow color.  

Comparison of coordinates is carried out with an accuracy of millimeter on the district (the third 

figure after a comma). 

 

3.6 The group of modes DELETE 

 

The auxiliary panel «Delete» includes modes that allow you to delete the specified objects. 

 

Figure 19 -  «Delete» panel 

Table 18 -  The group of modes «Delete» 

 

Removal of object Removal of the chosen object 
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Removal of a sub-

object 

Removal of one sub-object (internal contour) 

 

Removal of all sub-

objects 

Removal of all sub-objects (internal contours) 

 

Object cutting in a 

contour 

Cutting a fragment of the map – removal of all objects and parts 

of objects in a contour 

 

Object cutting out of a 

contour 

Cutting  a fragment of the map – removal of all objects and parts 

of the objects being outside of a contour 

 

Removal of the 

allocated objects 

Removal of the allocated objects of the map 

 

Restoration of the 

remote objects 

Restoration of earlier removed objects 

 

3.6.1 Removal of the chosen object (or groups of the allocated objects) 

 

After a choice of deleted object the program requests confirmation on removal of the 

chosen object – at an affirmative answer of the operator the object is removed from the 

digital map. For restoration of mistakenly remote object it is used the function «Return on a 

step back». 

 

3.6.2 Removal of the specified sub-object for the chosen object 

 

This mode is used for removal of one sub-object (an internal contour) area object. For 

performance of operation it is necessary to choose edited object and a deleted sub-object. 

 

3.6.3 Removal of all sub-objects for the chosen object 

 

This mode is used for removal of all sub-objects (internal contours) area object. For 

performance of operation it is necessary to choose edited object. 

 

3.6.4 Fragment cutting in a contour 

 

In this mode the allocated objects of the map are removed, located in specified area.  

Before cutting it is necessary to allocate processed objects by means of dialogue «Search 

and allocation» or with using modes «Any allocation» or «Allocation on type». 
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If no map objects are selected, all map objects are highlighted. If there are several maps dialogue 

for a choice of objects according to maps opens. Dialogue allows choosing all objects of one or more 

number of maps. Automatically all maps are chosen, available for editing. 

Then it is necessary to choose the closed object on which contour cutting will be carried out. After a 

contour choice all objects and the parts of the objects located in specified area, will be removed.  

It is possible to cancel removal of objects in the mode «Step back».  

For better processing before performance of cutting it is recommended to execute control of a 

metrics for objects: in this mode the objects having self-crossings of contours (loop) and crossing of 

contours of sub-objects aren't processed. 

At errors detection of error message processing are registered in the magazine (list). Upon 

termination of error message processing, it can be seen in the mode «Results of control». 

For better processing for contours of the objects going along border of cut-out area, it is 

recommended to execute coordination for metrics of border objects previously.  

Example: if contour for border of edge (on which cutting is carried out) and the rivers (going along 

border) aren't coordinated previously, one object (river) can be divided on hundreds objects (parts 

(pieces) of the river). 

Note: cutting vector, captions and templates aren't carried out, and their hit in area is determined by 

the first dot of object. 

 

3.6.5 Fragment cutting out of a contour 

 

In this mode, the allocated objects of the map (located outside of specified area) are 

removed.  

Before cutting it is necessary to allocate processed objects by means of dialogue «Search 

and allocation» or with using modes «Any allocation» or «Allocation on type». 

If it isn't allocated any object of the map, all objects of the map are allocated. In the presence of 

several maps, dialogue for a choice of objects is opened according to maps. Dialogue allows choosing all 

objects of one or more number of maps. Automatically all maps are chosen, available for editing. 

Then it is necessary to choose the closed object on which contour cutting will be carried out. After a 

contour choice, all objects and the parts of the objects, located out of specified area, will be removed.   

It is possible to cancel removal of objects in the mode «Step back».  

For better processing before performance of cutting it is recommended to execute control of metrics 

of objects: in this mode the objects having self-crossings of contours (loop) and crossing of contours for 

sub-objects aren't processed! 

At errors detection of processing, the error messages are registered in the magazine (list). Upon 

termination of processing about error messages, they can be seen in a mode «Results of control». 

For better processing for contours of the objects, going along border of cut-out area, it is 

recommended to execute coordination of metrics for border objects previously.  

Example: if border contour of edge (on which cutting is carried out) and the rivers (going along 

border) aren't previously coordinated, one object (river) can be divided on hundreds objects (parts 

(pieces) of the river). 

Note: cutting vector, captions and templates aren't carried out, and their hit in area is determined by 

the first dot of object. 

 

3.6.6 Removal of group for the allocated objects 

 

If it is necessary, you can remove the group of the objects from the digital map, meeting the 

same conditions, set in the mode «Search». 
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To remove the objects meeting conditions set by you, it is necessary «to allocate» them (to press the 

corresponding button «Search» in the menu) and to press the button of the main panel of the map editor to 

make active the mode «Removal of the allocated objects». 

The system will suggest you to remove the first of the allocated objects (the sequence of 

representation for remote objects depends on a physical arrangement of data on a disk). 

Thus the system will inform you on short characteristics of deleted object and it will specify its 

arrangement on the map. You can either stop process, or remove the specified object, or pass to the 

following object without removal current, or give command on removal of all remained objects meeting 

set conditions without further questions from system. After removal of the current object, the system 

automatically passes to the following (if it is available). At the end of work, the system will report how 

many objects were seen and how many were removed from them. 

 

3.6.7 Restoration of remote objects 

 

In the course of digital map editing, all objects removed from the moment for performance 

of the last data sorting, it is possible to restore. For this purpose it is necessary to use a 

mode of « Restoration of earlier removed objects». 

After mode activation (pressing of the corresponding button on the main panel of «Map editor») the 

system will suggest you to restore the first of removed before objects (the sequence of representation for 

remote objects depends on a physical arrangement of data on a disk, instead of on sequence for removal 

of objects). It will be thus shown also an object arrangement on the map. You can either stop process, or 

restore the specified object, or pass to the following remote object without restoration current, or to give 

command on restoration of all remained remote objects without further inquiries from system. After 

restoration of the current object the system automatically passes to the following (if it is available). In 

conclusion of work, the system will inform you how many objects were seen and how many from them 

were restored. 

 

3.7 The group of modes DOT 

 

In the editor panel «Dot», the modes are combined, allowing you to edit individual dots of 

the selected map object. 

 

 

Figure 20 -  «Dot» panel 

Table 19 -  The group of modes «Dot» 

 

Dot editing Editing of the object dot 

 

Editing of the general 

dots 

Editing of the general dots for adjacent objects 
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Dot deleting Removal of the object dot 

 

Dot creating Dot creating on the object 

 

Object closing Combination of initial and final dots of linear or area object 

 

Direction change Change of the direction for digitization on object 

 

Object rotation   Object rotation round the set dot 

 

Object smoothing Making of a smooth form to an object contour 

 

Coordinated 

smoothing 

Smoothing of one or several objects with preservation of common 

dots with neighboring objects 

 

Object filtration Removal of the object dots located along a straight line 

 

The coordinated 

filtration of object 

Filtration of metrics points of object without violation of its 

topological coherence with the next objects 

 

Rotation of vector 

object 

Rotation of vector object round its first dot 

 

Slope (tilt) angle of 

vector object 

Change of a tilt angle of vector object for rather horizontal axis 

 

Orthogonalization Object reduction to a rectangular kind 
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To set the first dot of 

a metrics 

Changes the sequence of metrics dots for objects 

 

3.7.1 Moving a separate dot of the chosen object 

 

Editing of a separate object dot (changing of its planned situation) is carried out by index 

movement at the pressed left button of a mouse. The direction and step of change for 

position of object correspond to index movement, since the moment when the left button of 

a mouse was pressed. Index movement at the released button doesn't lead to change of the 

dot position.  

Editing of a separate object dot (changing of its planned situation) is carried out by index movement 

at the pressed left button of a mouse. The direction and step of change for position of object correspond to 

index movement, since the moment when the left button of a mouse was pressed. Index movement at the 

released button doesn't lead to change of the dot position. 

It is recommended to carry out rough positioning of the object dot by means of a mouse, and exact 

one by means of arrows on the keyboard at the pressed button of a mouse. 

Saving of object is made at the time of completion for carried-out operation. 

It is recommended to switch a type of the map, in the main menu of GIS, in the mode of    «Normal 

with nodes». 

At the time of activation for a mode there is an additional panel (if the option «Auxiliary panels» is 

switched on, in properties of the map editor), on which in the form of pictograms, auxiliary modes are 

duplicated which can be made active in the course of object editing as well a choice for the corresponding 

point of the menu, emerging on pressing of the right button of a mouse or pressing of the corresponding 

«hot» key of the keyboard. 

All buttons of the auxiliary panel can be divided into three groups: 

Switching on and off, and the indication of condition (Table 20) 

Process of activation (Table 21) 

Change of parameters (Table 22) 

 

Table 20 -  Switching on and off, and the indication of condition 

 

Capture mode of «other dots» («K») 

 

Capture mode of «other lines» (« J») 

 

Mode of dots insert («Insert») 

 

Mode of creation for reciprocal points («G») 
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Mode of dots illumination («U») 

 

Mode of editing for the general dots («A») 

 

Table 21 -  Process of activation 

 

Closing of the object contour  («L») 

 

 

 

Removal of the current dot («Delete») 

 

Horizontal line («H») 

 

Vertical line («V») 

 

The copy of a dot for the chosen object («I») 

 

Mode of capture for the line of the chosen object («T») 

 

Binding to the center of a line («C») 

 

Step back («Back») 
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Table 22 -  Change of parameters 

 

Increasing in area of capture («+») 

 

Reducing of capture area («-») 

 

3.7.2 Editing of the general dots 

 

It is expedient to use this mode for editing spatially the interconnected objects. The mode is 

similar to the mode «Editing of separate dot». But using this mode, after correction of 

planned position for separate dots of the chosen object, the corresponding dots spatially 

(topological) related objects are automatically improved (the dots of objects having 

coordinates, coinciding with edited, with an accuracy corresponding to value of the 

threshold for coordination of parameters for the map editor). 

 

3.7.3 Removal of a dot 

 

This mode processes only linear or area objects. Removal of the separate chosen dot of 

object is carried out by pressing of the left button of a mouse. 

The choice of a dot is made by index movement in a working field without pressing keys of 

a mouse. Thus the auxiliary line connects the index to the dot of object next to it. 

Saving of object is made at the time of completion for carried-out operation.  

 

3.7.4 Dot insert 

 

Only linear or area objects are processed by this mode. A dot addition of the object is 

carried out by pressing the left button of a mouse. The choice of a place for dot insert is 

made by index movement in a working field without pressing keys of a mouse. Saving of 

the object is made at the time of completion for carried-out operation.  

 

3.7.5 Object closing 

 

This mode is used for closing of linear and area objects. For performance of operation it is 

necessary to choose edited object. 

 

3.7.6 Change of the direction for digitization of the chosen object 

 

For change of the direction for digitization of map object it is enough to choose this object. 

In case, by the time of mode activation, the group of objects was allocated on the map, all 

these objects can be subjected to processing. 
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3.7.7 Object rotation round the set dot 

 

For implementation of the chosen object rotation it is necessary to choose the rotation        

center at first. As the center of rotation it can be chosen or any dot of map, or one of real 

dot for rotated object specified by pressing the left button of a mouse (the object can be 

rotated round a dot belonging to it). Fixing of the made corrections is made at the time of 

completion for carried-out operation.  

 

3.7.8 Smoothing of the chosen object 

 

Smoothing of objects allows you to produce smoother form for the object. For performance 

of smoothing it is necessary to choose edited object. 

This operation can be performed immediately for several selected objects. To perform the 

operation, select the objects to be processed on the digital map and activate the mode 

«Create the dots of intersection». 

This mode should not be abused, since after processing the form of the object changes, 

which entails a violation of topological links with other objects. 

 

3.7.9 Coordinated smoothing 

 

The mode «Coordinated Smoothing» is designed for smoothing the selected object (or 

several selected objects) with the preservation of common dots with neighboring objects. 

When smoothing, the modified contour is repeated on all adjacent objects that have a 

common contour with it. As a result of the coordinated smoothing, topological relationships 

are preserved, which makes it possible to exclude manual matching of common parts of the 

smoothed object with its neighbors. 

 

3.7.10 Filtration of the chosen object 

 

The filtration allows you to remove excess dots (located on one straight line or nearly on 

one straight line). Degree of a filtration is caused by value of a threshold for filtration in the 

dialogue «Parameters of editing session».  

For filtration performance it is necessary to choose edited object.  

This operation can be performed immediately for several selected objects. To perform the 

operation, select the objects to be processed on the digital map and activate the mode 

«Create the dots of intersection». 

This mode should not be abused, since after processing the form of the object changes, 

which entails a violation of topological links with other objects. 

 

3.7.11 Coordinated filtration of the object 

 

The coordinated filtration of the chosen object carries out a filtration of metrics dots for the 

object without breaking its topological coherence with the next objects (the borders of all 

objects are filtered, being the general with chosen). 

 

3.7.12 Rotation of vector object 

 

The mode is used for rotation of the second dot of vector object. The object can be rotated, 

using the manipulator a mouse or having specified the angle of rotation in dialogue «Input 

of a corner». The size of a corner is set in degrees from 0 to 360 counterclockwise.  

To rotate object by means of a mouse it is necessary to press the left button of a mouse after 

selection of edited object. Then the object starts rotating at any movement of the manipulator. To set the 
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fixed corner, it is necessary to cause a context menu and to select «The angle of rotation» item. «The 

angle of rotation» is considered from the initial position of object. 

If there are allocated objects, their group processing is offered. 

 

3.7.13 Slope angle of vector object 

 

The mode is used to change the tilt (slope) angle of vector object. The tilt angle is specified 

in dialogue «Input of a corner». The size of the corner is set in degrees from 0 to 360 by 

horizontal axis anticlockwise. 

To change the tilt angle, it is necessary to cause a context menu and to select «Tilt angle» item. 

If there are allocated objects, their group processing is offered. After mode performance all 

allocated objects will have the identical tilt angle. 

 

3.7.14 Orthogonalization of the chosen object 

 

For reduction to a rectangular type of map object it is enough to choose this object. In this 

mode only the area and closed linear objects with even number of tops are processed.  

In case, at the time of this mode activation, the group of objects was allocated, the operator is 

offered to lead this group to a rectangular kind or to choose concrete object on the map. 

 

3.7.15 Setting the first dot of the metrics 

 

It is made changes the sequence of dots for metrics of objects, set the new beginning of 

object digitization (it appoints the first specified dot). For this mode performance it is 

enough to choose object on the map.  

The selection of object needs to be made so that the mouse pointer was most close to that dot of 

metrics which it is necessary to appoint the first one. 

It is usually used in case the image for the first dot of object differs from the others. For example, if 

the image of object (house) is adjusted in such way that on semantics in the first dot its number is 

recorded, change of the sequence for dots (change of its digitization beginning). It is possible to achieve 

by more correct orientation of the caption. 

 

3.8 The group of modes Part 

 

In the panel of editor Part, the modes are combined to allow editing of the site for the 

selected map object. 

 

 

Figure 21 -  «Part» panel 
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Table 23 -  The group of modes «Part» 

 

Continuation Final digitaling of linear object 

 

Edit the part Area correction of the linear or area object which has been set by 

three points 

 

Move the part Moving a part of the object which has been set by three points 

 

Interpolation of 

isolines 

Creation of a set from four main isolines (horizontals) between two 

reinforced horizontals in places where the image of the main 

horizontals is absent 

 

Interpolation of lines Creation of a set from any number of isolines between two 

horizontals in places where the image of isolines is absent 

 

Editing contours This mode is intended for editing linear and area objects when 

updating maps 

 

3.8.1 Final digitalization of linear object 

 

To digital of linear object, it is necessary to choose it on the map. After that the cursor will 

automatically indicate the last dot of the chosen object (according to its direction of 

digitization). 

In case, if it is necessary to continue object digitization in an opposite direction, it is necessary to 

press the key «R». Digitalization of linear object is similar the creation of a new linear object 

 

3.8.2 Edit the part of the chosen object 

 

This mode is applied to correction of the area, existing on the map of linear or area object. 

For performance of editing operation for a site (part) of object, it is necessary to choose edited 

linear or area object, to choose on 3 dots the edited site (area) and the consecutive indication of dots to 

enter the new description of the edited area (site). 

The end of editing – «Completion of carried-out operation». It is possible to return the previous 

condition of the edited object by means of the modes «Step back» or «Restoration of the edited object». 
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3.8.3 Move the part of the chosen object 

 

It is expedient to use this mode in a case when there is a need for parallel movement of the 

whole area (several consistently located dots) of the object. 

For performance of editing operation of a part (area) object, it is necessary to choose edited linear or 

area object and to choose the edited area (site) on 3 dots. After that it is necessary to move the chosen site 

and to finish operation. Change of planned position for the chosen site is carried out by index movement 

in a working field at the pressed left button of a mouse. The direction and step of change position for the 

site of object, corresponding to movement of the index of a mouse, since the moment when the button of 

a mouse was pressed. 

Index movement at the released button doesn't change the position of area object. 

It is recommended to carry out rough positioning by means of a mouse, and exact one by means of 

arrows on the keyboard at the pressed button of a mouse. 

The end of editing – «Completion of carried-out operation». It is possible to return the previous 

condition of the edited object by means of the modes «Step back» or «Restoration of the edited object». 

 

3.8.4 Interpolation of isolines between two reinforced 

 

The mode can be used for semiautomatic creation of a set from four main isolines 

(horizontals) between two reinforced horizontals in places where the image of the main 

horizontals, on an initial material, is absent owing to the made discharge of a relief.  

 

3.8.5 Interpolation for any number of lines 

 

The mode can be used for semiautomatic creation of a set from any number of the main 

isolines (horizontals) between two horizontals in places where the image of several main 

horizontals on an initial material is absent owing to the made discharge of a relief. 

This mode can be used, for example, when there are between two thickened on images, passing less 

than four major horizontals. Maximum admissible number of the created lines is 50. 

Indispensable conditions of correct performance for procedure are coincidence of the digitization 

direction of reinforced horizontals and existence at them the value of absolute height in semantics. For 

performance of this mode it is necessary to specify a code of created isolines (in dialogue at mode start), 

consistently to choose reinforced horizontals and to specify their sites.  

 

 

Figure 22 -  Interpolation for any number of lines 
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Figure 22 shows: 

1) Initial state (a – thickened horizontals, b – major horizontal lines). 

2) Processing process (c, d – selected areas). 

3) Result of processing. 

 

At the choice of sites it is necessary to adhere to the following rules: 

- the chosen sites have to be opposite to each other; 

- in case on the ends of chosen sites already there are created isolines, sites should be chosen 

«with an overlap» as in the presence within a vicinity of initial and (or) final dots of the created 

objects, the editor of the map set in parameters (the coordination admission) already existing 

objects with the same value of absolute height in semantics, created objects will be 

automatically combined with the already existing. 

 

3.8.6 Editing contours 

 

The mode is intended for editing linear and area objects when updating maps. Editing 

an object is performed on the sites bounded by neighboring nodes – the dots of the 

object, which are shown on the object in yellow circles. 

When you move the node, all dots of the object that are located between the moved node and the 

neighboring nodes are linearly displaced. At the beginning of editing nodes, there are only two – at the 

beginning and end of the object. When you add nodes, the distance between nodes are decreased, which 

allows you to refine the position of the object on local sites. 

 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

Figure 23 -  Editing contours 

The dot at which a new node is created when the left mouse button is pressed, it is indicated by a 

lilac circle on the edited object. The position of this dot is constantly updated when the mouse moves. To 

create a node, you must press the left mouse button and, without releasing it, move the node to the desired 

location. When you move the node, the coordinates of all dots located between the moved node and the 

neighboring nodes are changed simultaneously. After releasing the mouse button, the new node is shown 

on the object with a yellow circle. If at the moment, the mouse button was clicked, the lilac circle was on 

an existing node, then the new node is not created, but the old node will be displaced. 

When editing extended objects, it is recommended to use the mode «Set nodes in general (common) 

dots». If it is on, then after selecting an object, nodes are automatically added not only at the ends of the 

object, but also at common dots one centimeter on the map scale. In this mode, it is usually sufficient to 

displace only the automatic assigned nodes. To make it easier to select only existing nodes, you must 

enable the mode «Only nodes are moved». In this mode, when you move the mouse, the lilac circle is 

glued to only existing nodes. 
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After the object is moved, the object is saved to disk using the standard combination «Ctrl + Enter», 

«Ctrl + left mouse button», while pressing the left and right mouse buttons simultaneously, and double-

clicking the left mouse button. 

In order not to disrupt the topological links between objects, after the node is displaced, the objects 

are coordinated. Coordination is performed for objects that are at a specified distance from the editing 

site. Only visible objects are agreed, except for captions and templates. Therefore, before enabling the 

mode, it is necessary to leave only those objects in the display that must be coordinated with the objects 

being edited. 

The reconciliation can be carried out at a tolerance distance of agreement or the width of the double 

line. The values of these parameters are configured in the dialog «Parameters of the vector map editor». 

Switching between modes is performed by selecting the appropriate menu item that appears when you 

right-click the mouse. Admission tolerance is small, usually less than a meter in the area. Therefore, when 

this value is selected, only objects that have common dots with the edited object are matched. When 

matching within the width of the double line, more distant objects located along the edited object are also 

matched.  

Sometimes there are situations when the object is easier to re-encode than to shift it by sections. To 

do this, you can turn on vectoring mode at any dot of the edited object by pressing the space bar on the 

keyboard. After this, the new contour is digitized in the usual way. After the digit is finished, pressing the 

space again activates the mode of attaching the digitized loop to the edited object. After specifying the 

attachment dot, the portion of the edited object between the detachment and attachment dots is replaced 

with a digitized contour. The configuration of the recycled circuit can vary greatly. Therefore, after the 

end of the digitization, agreement with neighboring objects is not performed. 

If you save a linear object before attaching the digitized contour back to the edited object, then there 

are two ways of attaching the original contour to the new one (from the first or last dots). The same 

discrepancy occurs when the closed objects are recycled. Therefore, after adding the first dot of the new 

contour, the part of the original contour that will be attached to the new contour is indicated by a lilac 

color. The contour selection is performed by the value of the angle between the first segment of the new 

contour and the adjacent segments of the old one. You can change the automatically selected option by 

pressing the key «D». 

 

   

   

Figure 24 -  Attaching a contour to the object 

In the vectoring mode, the digitized contour can be attached to or navigated to other objects. Joining 

is done simply by clicking the mouse on an arbitrary dot in the outline of the object. After attaching, all 

objects that are under the attachment dot are shown in yellow. If you hover a mouse over any dot of the 
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yellow object, then the connection path is shown in purple. When you press the left mouse button, the 

entire specified path is attached to the digitized object and the vectoring can be continued. 

On closed objects, two connection loops are possible. For such objects, a minimum length contour 

is selected by default. If you need to attach a contour along an alternative path, you need to specify the 

direction of joining after the connection. In the future, when computing the attachment contour, paths that 

repeatedly pass through this dot will be excluded. 

 

3.9 The group of modes MEASUREMENT 

 

The group of modes «Measurement» unites the modes which let to make interactive 

measurements on the map. 

 

 

Figure 25 -  «Measurement» panel 

Table 24 -  The group of modes «Measurement» 

 

Measurement of 

lengths and distances 

Lengths measurement of any entered lines and distances 

between the specified dots 

 

Measurement of the 

areas for any polygons 

The mode allows to make measurement of the areas – randomly 

entered polygons 

 

Measurement of 

lengths and areas (mm. 

on the map) 

Measurements are made by applying of a palette to measured 

object 

 

Measurement of 

lengths and the areas of 

m. on the district 

Measurements are made by applying of a palette to measured 

object 

 

3.9.1 Measurement of lengths and distances 

 

This mode allows you to make lengths measurement of randomly entered lines and 

distances between the specified dots. 

Dots of the measured line are entered into the moment pressing the left button of a mouse 

or the key «Enter». «Auxiliary modes of creation» are available in the course of the line 

creation. 

Completion of carried-out operation is made standard way. 

Pressing the key «Backspace» leads to removal of the last entered dot. 
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3.9.2 Measurement of areas 

 

This mode allows you to make areas measurement of randomly entered polygons. 

Dots of the measured polygon are entered into the moment of pressing the left button of a 

mouse or the key «Enter». «Auxiliary modes of creation» are available in the course of the 

line creation. 

Completion of carried-out operation is made standard way. 

Pressing of the key «Backspace» leads to removal of the last entered dot.  

 

3.9.3 Measurement of lengths and areas (in mm) on the map 

 

After activation of this mode the cursor turns into a palette at the ruler of which division is 

0.1 mm. in the initial scale of the map. 

Measurements are made by applying of a palette to measured object.  

For measurement of the objects having a deviation from vertical or horizontal axis, it is 

possible rotation of a palette of – the left bottom corner (the key «S» – clockwise, the key 

«D» – counterclockwise) is provided. 

 

3.9.4 Measurement of lengths and areas (in meters) on the district 

 

After activation of this mode the cursor turns into a palette at the ruler of which division is 

10 m on the district. 

Measurements are made by applying of a palette to measured object.  

For measurement of the objects having a deviation from vertical or horizontal axis, it is 

possible of rotation of a palette of – the left bottom corner (the key «S» – clockwise, the 

key «D» – counterclockwise) is provided. 

 

3.10 The group of modes SEMANTICS 
м 

 

The group of modes «Semantics» combines the modes, allowing to work with modes of 

semantics transformation. 

 

 

Figure 26 -  «Semantics» panel 

Table 25 -  The group of modes «Semantics» 

 

Semantics addition Addition of specified semantics to all allocated objects of the map 

 

Removal of semantics Removal of specified semantics at all allocated objects of the map 
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Changing of semantics 

code 

Changing of value for specified semantics at all allocated objects 

of the map 

 

Semantics code Changing of the set value by pointed semantics characteristic for 

all allocated objects to new ones. 

 

Duplication Duplication of values for semantics of object 

 

Semantics list Semantics editing of the objects list 

 

Height addition in 

semantics 

Addition of absolute height in semantics from the first having 

height dot of  the objects metrics 

 

Height addition in a 

metrics 

Addition of absolute height in metrics from semantics of objects 

 

Calculations for 

semantics 

Calculations of values for semantic characteristics of the allocated 

objects on the set formulas 

 

Calculations for 

symbolic semantics 

Getting a character string of arbitrary content as a semantics value 

and assigning to selected objects  

 

Semantics copy Copying of all semantic characteristics of one map object in other 

object 

 

Semantics of object Display of semantics value of the specified object 

 

Value of semantics Display of values of set semantics for all objects 

 

The map editor allows you to make the following operations with semantics of the allocated 

objects: 

- addition of a preset value of the specified semantic characteristic to all allocated objects; 

- removal of the specified semantic characteristic at all allocated objects; 

- change of a code of semantics; 
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- replacement of a preset value of the specified semantic characteristic for all allocated objects on 

the new one; 

- value of semantics; 

- editing of semantic characteristics of object by the list; 

- addition of absolute height in semantics from metrics of objects; 

- addition of absolute height in metrics from semantics of objects; 

- semantics copy from one object of the map in another; 

- calculations for semantics of the allocated objects. 

 

3.10.1 Semantics addition to the allocated objects 

 

This mode allows you to add semantics to selected objects 

For addition of value for semantic characteristic it is necessary for all allocated objects: 

1) By means of dialogue for searching objects of the map to set the list of processed objects for the 

map, and to press the button «Allocate». 

2) To activate a mode of semantics addition by pressing the corresponding button of the auxiliary 

panel «Semantics of the map editor». 

3) At several maps at the same time opened in one document (district map + user maps) to install 

the processed map or to switch on a mode of processing for all maps. At discrepancy of names 

for classifiers of initial maps, the classifier of the main map is considered. 

4) Set the name and value of the added characteristic. In the presence at object of semantics for this 

code – semantics is processed. It is necessary to remember that semantic characteristics happen 

repeated and not repeated. If you chose the semantic characteristic which values at one object 

can be several (for example, character of vegetation: birch, oak), you should set what to make to 

the program at detection the added characteristic of edited object (to pass or to add one more 

value). 

 

Value of a symbolical line can be collected taking into account semantics of object. The text can 

contain an arbitrary character entry, including up to 16 semantic inserts. Each insert should be in the 

format: «%#N[V]», where: 

%# – a service record indicating the insertion of the semantics value with code N; 

V – is the default value, which is inserted in the absence of semantics. 

 

If there is no need to insert a default value, the absence of «V» is acceptable. 

Example of the input line: 

«house #% # 45 [no] state% # 3 [not filled] (% # 47 [])", where: 

45 – the code of the semantics «HOME NUMBER» (symbolic); 

3 – the code of the semantics «STATUS» (type classifier); 

47 – code of semantics «FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE» (symbolic). 

 

The values of numeric semantics are formatted according to the rules specified by this semantics in 

the classifier. The final result on the values of semantics for specific objects can look like: 

«house number 5 state is not filled ()»; 

«house number 7 is the status of RESIDENTIAL (pharmacy)»; 

«house number  no state is not filled ()». 

 

5) Click the button «Execute (Run)». 
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3.10.2 Removal of semantics at the allocated objects 

 

The mode allows you to delete the semantics of the selected objects. 

For removal of the specified value of the semantic characteristic at all allocated objects it is 

necessary: 

1) By means of dialogue for search the objects of the map to set the list of processed objects of the 

map and to press «Allocate» button. 

2) Activate a mode of semantics removal by pressing the corresponding button of the auxiliary 

panel «Semantics of the map editor». 

3) Set the list of deleted semantic characteristics. 

4) Press the button «Execute».  

 

3.10.3 Semantics replacement at the allocated objects 

 

This mode allows you to replace the semantics of the selected objects. 

For replacement of the specified value of the semantic characteristic at all allocated objects it is 

necessary: 

1) By means of dialogue for search the objects of the map to set the list of processed objects of the 

map and to press «Allocate» button. 

2) Activate a mode of replacement for semantics pressing of the corresponding button for the 

auxiliary panel «Semantics of the map editor». 

3) Set the name of the changeable characteristic, its old and new value. 

 

The search of the set values semantics among the allocated can be carried out by options: 

1) Full coincidence, i.e. at object there has to be a specified characteristic with completely 

coinciding value. 

2) Contains – searching by the set fragment. 

3) Begins with – check on coincidence of an initial symbol or group of symbols.  

4) Any – at line «Old value» is entered nothing, and semantics with the specified characteristic, 

belonging to the allocated objects is subject to replacement.    

New value of semantics jams either in full, or is fragmentary if it is necessary to update only 

part of value. 

The symbol «*» is used in case the group of symbols is added to existing semantics in the 

beginning or the end. 

For example, record «*12» in a window «New value» means that to value of semantics of object 

will be added 12. 

- Define how to arrive at absence at processed object of the replaced characteristic (to pass or add). 

- Press the button «Execute». 

 

3.10.4 Duplication of values for semantics of objects 

 

The mode of duplication is intended for change of values for semantics of the allocated 

objects with preservation of a code of the semantic characteristic provided that types chosen 

semantics identical, don't influence by sight displays, and also aren't semantics type the 

classifier. 

The characteristic which is chosen in a window of dialogue for replacement and absent at 

object, will be added. 
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3.10.5 Change of the code for semantics 

 

By means of this mode it is possible to renominate a code of the semantic characteristic for 

the allocated objects with value saving of the characteristic. For this purpose it is necessary 

to specify old and new codes of the semantic characteristic. 

 

3.10.6 Editing of semantic characteristics for object by the list 

 

This mode allows you to edit the semantic characteristics of the object list. 

For editing the semantic characteristics of object by the list it is necessary from the list of the 

characteristics, used for all allocated objects (it is the left part of dialogue for formation of the list) to 

choose those characteristics which should be corrected. 

The list of edited characteristics is transferred to a window in the right part of dialogue by pressing 

a key «>>». 

The button «Execute» serves for dialogue activation «Editing of semantic characteristics on 

objects». Editing is only for the field «Value of semantic characteristic». The fields «Code» and «Name» 

are closed for correction. 

Depending on type of value for the semantic characteristic when pressing in the field   «Value», 

there are dialogues of a choice for new value (it fairly for semantics types: file name, the link to any 

object, value in the form of a numerical code from the classifier). 

Change of data for type numerical value and a symbolical line is made by double pressing by a 

mouse on the edited field. 

By «Restore» button all actions on a correcting of values for semantic characteristics are cancelled. 

For transition to other object keys «Forward» and «Back» are used. 

 

3.10.7 Addition of absolute height in semantics from metrics of objects 

 

It is possible to add absolute height in semantics of any objects except captions and 

templates provided that metrics at them three-dimensional. In this case in the absence of 

absolute height in semantics it is added and value of height undertakes from the metrics 

(from the first dot having height) object. If the object already has absolute height, its value 

changes on value of height from the object metrics. 

 

3.10.8 Addition of absolute height in metrics from semantics of objects 

 

It is possible to add height in the metrics of objects provided that they have semantics 

«Absolute height». In this case in the absence of the three-dimensional metrics coordinate 

«Height» is added, and value of height undertakes from semantics of object. If there is the 

metrics at object – three-dimensional, value of height changes on value of absolute height 

from semantics of object. 

 

3.10.9 Calculations for semantics of the allocated objects 

 

The program is intended for calculation of values for semantic characteristics of the 

allocated objects on formulas.  

The formula represents a symbolical line to 256 symbols, containing numbers, mathematical 

operations, links to values of semantics object, its area and perimeter (see Table 26).  
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Table 26 -  Operations for performing calculations on semantics 

Operation Description 

+ to add 

- to subtract 

* to multiply 

/ to divide 

max(... ,...,   ) between values «,» (comma) 

min(... ,...,   ) between values «,» (comma) 

arm(... ,...,   ) arithmetic average 

sin(…) sin from a corner in degrees 

cos(…) cos from a corner in degrees 

tg(…) tg from a corner in degrees 

ctg(…) absolute size 

sqrt2(...) a root square 

sqrt3(...) a root cubic 

pow2(...) squaring 

pow3(...) construction in a cube 

P object perimeter 

S object area 

PI number π 

# specifies that there is a code of semantics in which value lies further, further brackets 

contain value by default. It is admissible to use figures from 0 to 9, with a divider «.» 

(dot), round, square and braces: «( )», «[]», «{}». 

Example: 

#1(0) – to take the value of semantics 1,   in the absence of semantics to take value 0 

 

For operations: «+», «-», «*», «/», max, min, abs – quantity of operands no more than 10. 

 

Examples of formulas: 

1) It is calculation of the height for the hatch. Height of the hatch consists of a height mark for the 

deepest laying and pipe radius. Semantics – 213 (Laying height) the repeated. Let's take the 

minimum value (in the absence of such semantics, we will take value in brackets). On semantics 

60 (Diameter of a pipe) – we will calculate radius. As a result: 

min (#213 (0)) + #60 (2)/2 

2) It is calculation of approximate volume for the building. To increase the area of S by value of 

semantics 1  (Relative height) (in the absence of 3). 

S*#1(3)  

3) It is calculation of the area for a roadbed. Semantics 46 (Covering width) we will increase on P 

– perimeter: 

P * #46(4) 

4) There is the approximate calculation of a store for wood. The area of the wood  P we will divide 

into the square occupied by one tree semantics 61 (Distance between trees) in a square and we 

will increase by the volume of lumber, received on semantics 60 (Thickness)  and 1 (Relative 

height): 

P/(#61(1)* #61(1)) * PI * #60(0.5) * #60(0.5)/4 * #1(4) 

 

The list of formulas for calculation is requested from file and qualifier ini-.  

The user can create the formulas.  

The list of admissible operations is intended for addition of operations in a formula. 
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Operation is inserted into a formula, in a cursor position, by double pressing the chosen line. The 

code of semantics used in calculations, is inserted into a formula, in a cursor position by double pressing 

the chosen line in the list numerical semantics object (the top list). 

In brackets the user has to specify the value used in calculations, at absence of object for this 

characteristic in semantics. 

The user can write down the got formula in the INI-file. If the formula is syntactic incorrect, neither 

record, nor calculations aren't carried out. Thus the message «Wrong task of a formula» with short 

interpretation of a possible mistake is issued. 

The calculated value, when pressing «Execute» button, registers as numerical or symbolical value 

semantics, allocated in the bottom list in all allocated objects.  

If «The magazine (log) of transactions» is switched on, changes in semantics of objects are written 

down in the magazine of transactions. 

The list of objects, for which calculations for some reason weren't executed, is brought in LOG.  

On the end of calculations, it is issued the message on quantity successfully or not successfully 

updated objects. 

 

3.10.10 Calculations for symbolical semantics 

 

The program can be used for receiving a symbolical line of any contents as value of 

semantics and assignment to the allocated objects.  

The formula of a new value for semantics is formed automatically consecutive double pressing a 

line in the list «Initial semantics».  

«Formula of calculation» created in the field of dialogue looks like: 

#XXX(Y.Y) 

#    – specifies the operation beginning 

XXX  – semantics code 

(YY) – contains in brackets value of the semantic characteristic by default. 

 

Example:  

#101 (5) floor house \#3 (apartment house) 

 

This record assumes: 

1) Requesting the object for a semantics value with code 101. If the object has no semantics with 

code 101, the value is 5. 

2) Adding the line «storey house». 

3) Adding the value of the semantics with the code 3. If there is no semantics with code 3 in the 

object, the value of «APARTMENTS» will be assigned. The separator characters «\» the user 

chooses at own discretion or ignores them. 

 

If you do not want to use any of the semantics listed in the list «Initial semantics» when creating a 

new value formula, create a string in the field intended for the formula, as desired. 

The generated value characteristic when the button «Execute» (Run) is pressed, it is assigned to the 

semantics selected in the list «Place the result», in all selected objects. 

The list of objects for which calculations for some reason have not been executed is entered in 

LOG. 

At the end of the calculation, a message is displayed indicating the number of successfully or 

unsuccessfully updated objects. 
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3.10.11 Semantics copy from one object of the map on another one 

 

This mode is intended for copying of all semantic characteristics of one map object in the 

other object. For implementation of copying it is necessary to choose at first on the map 

object source (object from which semantics will be copied), and then object receiver (object 

in which semantics will be copied). In the presence of the copied characteristic at object 

receiver its value will be replaced with value of this characteristic at object source. 

It is possible to cancel operation in mode «Step back». 

 

3.10.12 Display of value for semantics of object 

 

This mode allows you to display the semantics values of the object 

Except a type of a conventional sign and coordinates on the district, the object can have individual 

characteristics (attributes). For example: the road can have width, a covering material etc. The set of 

values for characteristics of separate object in a digital form is called as semantics of object. 

The object of the map can have no semantics. All properties of objects can take place in an external 

database. However, for placement of cartographical information it is recommended to use records of 

semantics. 

Objects of the map can have hundreds types of different format characteristics and appointment (for 

different purpose). The majority of characteristics are optional. Application of external databases with the 

fixed number of fields and the constant amount of records leads to allocation of tens megabytes of disk 

memory for storage kilobyte of data. Records of semantics have the variable length and a key form of 

data presentation. That provides compact storage and fast data processing. The control system of the 

digital maps allows you to carry out requests for search and display of map objects, taking into account 

existence and contents of semantic characteristics of object. 

 

3.10.13 Display of value for set semantics of all objects 

 

By means of this mode it is possible to carry out the fast values viewing of the chosen 

semantic characteristic at all objects of the map. To specify the necessary semantics, it is 

necessary, in the menu emerging by the right button of a mouse, to press point 

«Parameters», and then to choose the necessary semantic characteristic from the appeared 

list.  

 

3.11 The group of modes ELEVATION 

 

This group of modes records the absolute height in the semantics 

 

 

Figure 27 -  «Height» panel 
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Table 27 -  The group of modes «Elevation» 

 

Copy elevation Copy of value for absolute height 

 

Consecutive copy The copy of one value for absolute height in some objects 

 

Height on a profile Height addition in semantics of the objects crossed by a profile – the 

line between two objects with absolute height 

 

Removal of height Removal of height from a metrics of objects 

 

Height addition Height addition in coordinates of objects 

 

In this group are included modes facilitating entering the objects of value for absolute height in 

semantics: 

- сopy of value for absolute height; 

- consecutive copy of value for absolute height; 

- height addition in semantics of objects on a profile. 

 

3.11.1 Copy of value for absolute height 

 

For implementation of coping absolute height value from «known» object into «unknown» 

object, it is necessary to choose standard object («known» object). Value of its absolute 

height will be located in information line – the bottom of the main window of system. 

Further it is possible to copy this value in other horizontal without changes, or having 

changed this value to the set number of sections of a relief. Change of the current value for 

the copied height is possible pressing of the keys «+» and «-» (on the right auxiliary 

keyboard). 

After copy implementation, for further work, it is necessary to choose the following 

reference object and to repeat operation. 

 

3.11.2 Consecutive copy of value for absolute height 

 

The consecutive copy of height differs from the simple copy that after implementation of 

copying operation, the current value of height, isn't dumped, so to choose a new object 

standard it isn't necessary, and it is necessary to continue copying of this height (or again 

changed) in the following object. 

 

3.11.3 Height addition in semantics of objects on a profile 

 

For arrangement of heights on a profile it is necessary to have two «known» horizontals at 

the bottom and at slope top (the quantity of «unknown» horizontals located on the chosen 

slope between «known» has to be coordinated with height of section for the relief, specified 

in the passport page). 

For arrangement of heights it is necessary to choose the first of «known» objects, to specify 
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on it a profile dot beginning, then the second object and on it a dot – the profile end.  

The profile should be chosen so that it crossed each of «unknown» horizontals only once. 

 

3.11.4 Removal of height at the metrics of objects 

 

This mode is intended for removal of height which is present at quality of the third 

coordinate for the metrics points of chosen objects. 

During the work with the allocated objects, process of removal is started by button 

pressing: «Yes» or «All» in standard dialogue processing for the allocated objects.  

At active position of the button for removal of height, the object is selected by double 

pressing of a mouse.  

 

3.11.5 Height addition in coordinates of objects 

 

This mode is intended for addition of absolute height in coordinates of dots for metrics of 

map objects. 

Dots of the metrics for the objects, not having the 3rd coordinate (Н), are exposed for 

processing (changing). 

The dots of a metrics which already have the 3rd coordinate remain without changes. 

In case, in a defined dot, there is a matrix of heights added in the document, the absolute height of a 

dot is determined by a matrix. In case, in a defined dot some matrixes of heights are opened, height is 

determined by the most exact. 

If the matrix of heights is absent, height is defined by a way of processing the located nearby map 

objects, having in semantics value of absolute height or a dot with 3D coordinates. 

Height addition in coordinates of the chosen object  

In a case, by the time of mode activation, there are allocated objects on the map – it is offered to 

process all allocated objects or to choose concrete edited object on the map. 

Height addition in coordinates of the allocated objects 

In a case, by the time of mode activation, there are allocated objects on the map – their processing 

without additional requests for confirmation is carried out. 

 

3.12 The group of modes TEXT 

 

The group of modes «Text» unites modes of processing for curvilinear captions (drawing 

up the difficult curvilinear caption and editing of its metric description), and also the editing 

mode of the caption text. 

 

 

Figure 28 -  «Text» panel 

Table 28 -  The group of modes «Text» 

 

Text editing Editing the text of the caption 
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Compound caption Creation of the compound caption from several objects-captions 

 

Editing of the 

compound caption 

Dot movement of the compound caption 

 

The line caption on 

semantics 

Creation of the line caption in the text from semantics of object 

 

The object caption 

on semantics (any 

contour) 

Creation of the caption, focused on any contour, with the text from 

semantics of object 

 

The object caption 

on semantics (a 

smoothing spline) 

Creation of the caption, focused on a smoothing spline, with the text 

from semantics of object 

 

Caption insert to the 

line 

Combination of the caption for linear object of the map with the 

caption line, with a rupture of captioned object, on the caption 

dimensions 

 

Trimming according 

to the caption 

Trimming of linear object on caption dimensions. The metrics of the 

specified linear object is cut out according to dimensions of the 

specified caption 

 

Editing of the text of 

the allocated 

captions 

Editing of the text of the allocated captions allows to replace, add, 

delete symbols, and also to level the caption text 

 

Alignment of the 

text for the caption 

Alignment of the allocated captions by the list, by one of the offered 

ways of alignment – across or down 

 

Addition of the text 

for caption from 

metrics in semantics 

Addition of the text for caption from metrics in semantics OWN 

NAME 

 

To set the register Register installation for the text of the allocated captions 

 

3.12.1 Editing of the text for caption 

 

This mode is used for editing of the text of object – the caption. For performance of 

operation it is necessary to choose edited object and to edit the text of the caption. 
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3.12.2 Drawing up the difficult curvilinear caption 

 

The mode of drawing the complex curvilinear caption (creation of the compound caption) 

serves, generally for sheets editing of the digital map, created before emergence of 

possibility for creation of curvilinear captions. 

On some such sheets curvilinear captions were split up for the separate sites representing 

independent objects. For example, name of river. Fast Pine river – it could be digitized as follows: «r. F – 

as – t – Pi-ne». For elimination of this situation the mode «Creation of the compound caption» serves.  

For creation of the compound caption, it is necessary to choose consistently all separate parts of the 

created caption. The end of collecting for the compound caption is «Ctrl+Enter». If during the course of 

collecting the caption, there was a need for editing of its text (after text assembly all gaps are cleaned 

therefore for the text consisting of several words, it is recommended to divide separate words a gap), the 

completion of assembly for the text should be carried out pressing «Gap» key. Thus you have an 

opportunity to edit the text and to finish process by «Set» button pressing. 

 

3.12.3 Dot movement of the compound caption 

 

After assembly of the compound caption, it can be edited in «Movement of a dot» of the 

Compound caption mode. Thus all text is submitted in the form of a curve, after which 

editing, the text is interpolated on this line. It is possible to move a separate point of the 

compound caption by means of the mode «Editing of the object dot». 

 

3.12.4 Creation of the caption for the line in the text from semantics of object 

 

This mode is intended for drawing captions of linear objects, if the text of the caption 

contains the semantic characteristic of this object. The example of using this mode can 

serve the caption of horizontals (absolute height), glades and paths (width), etc. Captions 

are put on that map where the object is chosen.  

The type of the caption is set or gets out from:  

- semantics of object, if in semantics of an object code (in the map classifier) there is a link to 

caption type; 

- dialogue of a choice for an object type, if there is in semantics of an object code (in the map 

classifier); 

- the link to type of the caption is absent. 

 

By default, the text of the caption gets out of the semantic characteristic, for which maps in the 

classifier there is a link to caption type (if there are several characteristics – it is offered to choose the 

characteristic from the list). If in semantics of object there are no characteristics with reference to caption 

type, it is offered to choose the semantic characteristic from the list of all semantics, existing at this 

object. 

The caption is put on the object in a dot, closest to a cursor position, at the time of the object choice. 

 

3.12.5 Creation of the caption for the object (any contour) 

 

This mode is intended for drawing captions of objects, if the text of the caption is contained 

in the semantic characteristic of this object. Captions are put on that map where the object 

is chosen.  

The type of the caption is set or gets out from:  

- semantics of object, if in semantics for a code of object (in the map classifier) there is a link to 

the caption type; 
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- dialogue of a choice for a type of object, if there is in semantics for a code of object (in the map 

classifier); 

- the link to type of the caption is absent. 

 

By default, the text of the caption is selected from the semantic characteristic, for which in the map 

classifier there is a link to caption type (if there are several characteristics – it is offered to choose the 

characteristic from the list). If in semantics of object there are no characteristics with reference to caption 

type, it is offered to choose the semantic characteristic from the list of all semantics, existing at this 

object. 

After a choice of object and confirmation for the text of the caption, it is necessary to set a site of 

placement for the caption by two dots. 

 

3.12.6 Creation of the caption for the object (smoothing spline) 

 

This mode is intended for drawing captions of objects, if the text of the caption is contained 

the semantic characteristic of this object. Captions are put on that map where the object is 

chosen. 

The type of the caption is set or gets out from: 

- semantics of object, if in semantics for a code of object (in the map classifier) there is a link to 

caption type; 

- dialogue of a choice for a type of object, if there is in semantics for a code of object (in the map 

qualifier) the link to type of the caption is absent. 

 

By default, the text of the caption gets out of the semantic characteristic for which maps in the 

classifier there is a link to caption type (if there are several characteristics – it is offered to choose the 

characteristic from the list). If in semantics of object there are no characteristics with reference to caption 

type, it is offered to choose the semantic characteristic from the list of all semantics, existing at this 

object. 

After a choice of object and confirmation for the text of the caption, it is necessary to set a site of 

placement for the caption by any number dots. 

 

3.12.7 Caption insert into the line 

 

This mode is intended for interactive combination of the caption of linear map object with a 

caption line, with a rupture of captioned object on dimensions of the caption, and it can be 

used for coordination of the metric caption description and linear object of the map to 

which this caption belongs. 

As a result of processing the metrics of the caption «keeps within» to the line, for it is set alignment 

«on the center» (horizontal and vertical), the rupture of the line is made in a caption place. 

For performance of this mode, it is necessary to choose consistently, on the map, the processed 

caption and the line written by it. 

 

3.12.8 Trimming of linear object on caption dimensions 

 

This mode is intended for interactive image cleaning of the map within dimensions of the 

processed caption. 

As a result of processing, the metrics of the specified linear object is cut out according to 

dimensions of the specified caption.  
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For performance of a mode, it is necessary to choose consistently, on the map, the processed 

caption and the line dissected (divided) by it. 

Note: It is expedient to minimize use of this mode, whenever possible, by rational positioning of 

captions for the map, taking into account minimization of lines number crossing it. 

 

3.12.9 Editing of the text for the allocated captions 

 

Text editing of the allocated captions allows to replace, add, delete symbols, and also to 

level the text caption. If it is necessary alignment of all allocated captions without change of 

the text, the fields «Find» and «Replace» aren't filled.  

For correction of the caption for the text, it is necessary, in a line of editing «Find» for dialogue 

«Editing of the text of the allocated captions» to specify the symbols which are subject for adjustment, 

and in the line «Replace» – symbols for the new text of the caption. For example, it is necessary to 

replace a sign «,» with a sign «.» 

It is possible in dialogue «Editing of the text of the allocated captions» in the window to fill «Find», 

in the window «Replace» – «.»  

For symbol addition in the caption text, in the line «Find» we fill «*» or part of the caption, in the 

line «Replace» – a symbol and a sign «*» for kept part of the caption. 

For example, Moscow is required to add «r.»  symbols to the caption text: 

In the window «Find» to fill «r.»  

In the line «Replace» – «r. * » 

For removal of symbols in the line «Find», it is necessary to specify deleted symbols, in the line 

«Replace» a symbol «*». 

 

3.12.10 Alignment of the allocated captions by the list 

 

For performance of process it is necessary to choose from the offered ways of alignment 

across and down the necessary one and to press the button «Execute».  

 

3.12.11 Addition of text for the captions from metrics in semantics 

 

The caption text is added from the metrics in semantics. 

 

3.12.12 Set the register 

 

This mode allows you to change the caption (inscription) register. 

Ways of translation for symbols of captions: 

- the first letter is capital one, other ones (lower case letters) for line; 

- all symbols of the text for the caption – capital ones; 

- all symbols of the text for the caption – line ones (lower case letters); 

- for compound captions – initial letters capital ones. 

 

After text editing for the caption, semantics of object (own name) is regulated. 
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3.13 The group of modes PROCESSING OF THE ALLOCATED OBJECTS 

 

The group «Mark» unites the modes of group objects processing for allocated by the means 

of search or by means of the mode «Group». 

 

 

Figure 29 -  «Allocated» panel 

Table 29 -  The group of modes «Mark» 

 

Intersection Dots creation for intersection of the allocated objects for the 

purpose of providing topological information 

5252.png5252

.png  

Copy marked objects The copy on the user map of the allocated objects united by the 

general properties 

 

Visibility Installation for the allocated objects the limits of visibility, other 

than the corresponding values in the classifier 

 

Removal of sub-objects Removal of all sub-objects from the allocated objects 

 

Creation of sub-objects Creation of sub-objects for the chosen object on the allocated 

objects 

 

Dissection of linear 

objects 

Dissection of linear objects of the specified type by the group of 

the closed allocated objects 

 

Saving in the text file Saving in the text file of dots coordinates for the metrics of the 

allocated objects 

 

Association of the 

allocated  area objects 

Association of the area and closed linear objects, located on one 

sheet of the map 

 

Association of the 

allocated linear objects 

Association of not closed linear objects, located on one sheet of 

the map 
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Turning of the 

allocated objects 

Binding of the allocated objects on two dots with turn 

 

Mapping a metric as a 

spline 

Setting the way the object metric is displayed in the form of a 

dynamic spline – a polyline or an envelope spline 

 

Allocation the group of 

objects 

Allocation the group of objects for the shade on the map for 

objects with a specified degree of brightness and transparency 

 

3.13.1 Change of type (code) for the allocated objects 

 

Code conversion (recoding) of the allocated objects is carried out for assignment to group 

of the objects united by some set properties of a new conventional sign.  

During assignment to the object – a conventional sign, all its parameters can change, except 

coordinates (a classification code, localization and semantic characteristics). At code conversion of linear 

objects into the area ones, automatic closing of objects is made. At code conversion of area objects into 

dot ones, the dot object is formed in the center of dimensions of area object. At code conversion of vector 

objects in dot ones, the object is formed (at the request of the operator) in the first dot of vector object or 

in the center of vector object (between the first and second dots). 

 

3.13.2 Arrangement for dots of crossings at the allocated objects 

 

Creation of dots for intersection of the allocated objects is made for the purpose of 

topologic information providing, if it wasn't made in the creation course of the digital map.  

For performance of operation it is necessary to allocate the objects which are subject to 

processing on the digital map, and to make active mode «Dots creation for intersection». 

 

3.13.3 The copy of the allocated objects on the user's map 

 

Sometimes it is necessary to transfer the user map (or from the user map) not one object, 

and group of the objects united by any general properties (for example, all highways width 

more 10m. etc.). 

In this case it is recommended to use the mode «Map editor» «Copy of the Allocated Objects on the 

user map». For performance of copying it is necessary to allocate in the beginning- the objects which are 

subject to copying (Installation of criteria, search of map objects.) and to choose the above-mentioned 

mode on the panel of «Map editor».  

After mode activation on the screen, there is a window of dialogue in which it is necessary to 

specify: 

- on what map copying is made. 

- if it is necessary to set a mode of cutting the copied objects on the chosen object (it is available 

only in the presence of the chosen closed object). 

- if it is necessary to set a new kind for copied objects. The mode is available, if the same objects 

(only linear, only area, etc.) are allocated. 

- for activation of process it is necessary to press the button «Execute». 
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The program will carry out search of the first object meeting specified requirements, and will offer 

you or to copy the found object (in this case copying and the program will offer you the following object), 

or to pass the current object and to pass to the following, or to make copying of all remained objects (in 

this case copying of all remained objects correspondent the set requirements without additional requests 

for copying of the next object). If copying of objects is made from a situation on the area of works 

consisting of several sheets, the program itself, if it is necessary, will cut copied objects and will spread 

out them on sheets. It is possible to transfer, for example, on the user map all objects of a sheet of scale 

1:200 000, to create the area of works from four sheets of scale 1:100 000 on the same territory (with a 

framework) and to copy in it all objects from a situation. As a result you'll receive four filled sheets. It is 

necessary to remember that copying needs to be made on the map having the identical classifier (the same 

classification codes of objects and semantics).  

 

3.13.4 Change of visibility limits for the allocated objects 

 

Limits of visibility for objects of the map are the range of values for scale of map display 

on the screen, at which this object is displayed on the screen.  

Limits of visibility are applied to automatic generalization for object structure and the image 

unloading of the map in the course of its scaling. 

Uniform limits of visibility for all objects of one type are defined in the course of creation and 

editing of the digital classifier.  

However there can be a situation when objects of one type on the map have a different semantic 

priority. They have to vanish from the screen at different extent of reduction for the image of the map.  

For installation of visibility limits of the set objects list, other than the corresponding values in the 

classifier, it is necessary to allocate this list on the map (by means of system functions of «Search» and to 

execute procedure of installation of new borders). 

Values of the upper and lower bounds of visibility can be chosen from the list, to bring into accord 

with the classifier or to establish the full range of visibility. 

 

3.13.5 Removal of all sub-objects at the allocated objects 

 

If it is necessary, you can remove all sub-objects at the objects allocated on the map 

according to conditions, set in modes «Search». 

To remove all sub-objects at the objects, correspondent the conditions set by you, it is necessary to 

allocate them (to press the corresponding button in menu «Search») and to make active the mode 

«Removal for sub-objects of the allocated objects». 

The system will suggest you to process the first of the allocated objects (the sequence of 

representation for remote objects depends on a physical arrangement of data on a disk). Thus the system 

will inform you on short characteristics of deleted object and will specify its arrangement on the map. 

You can either stop process, or process the specified object, or pass to the following object without 

current processing, or give command on processing of all remained objects satisfied set conditions 

without further questions from system. After processing of the current object, the system automatically 

passes to the following one (if that is available). 

 

3.13.6 Creation of sub-objects at the chosen object on the allocated objects 

 

If it is necessary, you can cut out at the chosen area object some sub-objects according to 

contours of the allocated objects. For example, the wood and lakes are separately digitized 

in the beginning, and then on contours of the lakes, getting on the territory of the concrete 

wood, sub-objects are automatically formed (internal borders). 
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To execute procedure, it is necessary to allocate objects on which creation of sub-objects will be 

carried out on the map, and to choose on the map the area object at which it is necessary to create these 

sub-objects (only after that there is available for pressing a button of the editor map panel, corresponding 

to this mode). 

After mode activation the program will suggest you to process the first of the allocated objects, (the 

sequence for representation of objects depends on a physical arrangement of data on a disk). Thus the 

program will inform you on short characteristics of processed object and will specify its arrangement on 

the map. You can either stop process, or process the specified object, or pass to the following object 

without current processing, or give command on processing of all remained objects satisfied set 

conditions without further questions from the program. After processing of the current object, the 

program automatically passes to the following (if that is available). 

It is necessary to remember that only the area or closed linear objects being completely in chosen 

area object will be subjected to processing. The objects, crossing a contour of chosen object, won't be 

processed. 

 

3.13.7 Dissection of linear objects by a group of allocated objects 

 

This mode is intended for dissection of all linear objects for the specified type by group  

of the allocated area or linear objects. 

 

 

Figure 30 -  Dissection of linear objects by a group of allocated objects 

At section of linear object by area or closed linear object, there are three options for processing of 

internal areas (sites) – (sites of edited object which after processing, appeared inside dissecting object)  

- record without code changing; 

- removal; 

- record with code changing. 
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3.13.8 Saving in the text file 

 

This mode is intended for saving in the text file of dots coordinates for the allocated 

objects. Saving can be made in file of types XYH, CSV, TXT. 

Example of files fragments:  

XYH file: 

XYH  

1 5975.20 -4466.60 122.2 

2 5961.00 -4468.20 123.5 

3 5960.00 -4459.00 131.1 

… 

CSV file: 

-4466.60,5975.20 

-4468.20,5961.00 

-4459.00,5960.00 

TXT file: 

Object: 16777302 

The area – 133.76 sq.m. (0.01 hectares) 

Perimeter –  47.31 m. 

    1 5975.20 -4466.60 14.29 186°25'43.49" 

    2 5961.00 -4468.20   9.25   96°12'12.41" 

    3 5960.00 -4459.00 14.31    7°13'27.54" 

    4 5974.20 -4457.20   9.45 276° 4'20.84" 

    5 5975.20 -4466.60   0.00     0° 0' 0.00" 

 

3.13.9 Association of the allocated area objects 

 

This mode is intended for combining area objects allocated using search tools or using the 

mode «Group». In this case only area and closed linear objects, that are located on one 

sheet of the map, are processed.  

Operation is recommended to be made as follows: 

1) To choose a type of created area objects. 

2) To specify, whether it is necessary to delete initial objects after creation of new objects. 

3) To specify, whether it is necessary to delete unacceptable semantics at the created objects. 

4) To specify, whether to supervise coincidence of semantics values. 

5) To press the button «Execute». 

 

Performance of a task can be interrupted by the button «Exit». The result of the work is newly 

created objects, while intersecting or relating objects will be united into one. If semantics at united objects 

coincides, it remains for the integrated object. If objects' values of the same semantics are different, at the 

switched on control of semantics, such objects don't unite; if control of semantics is disconnected, objects 

unite, and the integrated object has still value of semantics for the first object. If at one of united objects 

there is no any semantics, and other one has semantics, the missing semantics is added to the integrated 

object. 

It is possible to cancel association of objects in the mode «Step back». 
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3.13.10 Association of the allocated linear objects 

 

This mode is intended for association of the linear objects allocated by means of search or 

by means of the mode «Group». In this case only area and closed linear objects, that are 

located on one sheet of the map, are processed.  

Operation is recommended to be made as follows: 

1) To choose a type of created linear objects. 

2) To specify, whether it is necessary to delete initial objects after creation of new objects. 

3) To specify, whether it is necessary to delete unacceptable semantics at the created objects. 

4) To specify, whether to supervise coincidence of semantics values. 

5) To press the button «Execute». 

 

Performance of a task can be interrupted by the button «Exit». The results of work are again created 

objects, thus the objects, concerning each other by the ends, will be united in one. If semantics at united 

objects coincides, it remains for the integrated object. If objects' values of the same semantics are 

different, at the switched on control of semantics, such objects don't unite; if control of semantics is 

disconnected, objects unite, and the integrated object has still value of semantics for the first object. If at 

one of united objects there is no any semantics, and other one has semantics, the missing semantics is 

added to the integrated object. 

It is possible to cancel association of objects in the mode «Step back».  

 

3.13.11 Snap (binding) of the allocated objects on two dots 

 

This mode processes objects selected by means of search tools or using the mode «Group» 

and located on one sheet of the map.  

The position of dots for binding is specified on the map by the principle «source-receiver»: 

1) To choose actual position for the first dot of the map, to specify position wished for it. 

2) To choose actual position for the second dot of the map, to specify position wished for it. 

 

Before moving the index of a mouse, over a dot of map object, closest to the cursor, its kind 

changes from a cross on a square. At this moment it is possible «to bind» to this dot. 

As a result of operation, objects are turned round the new position of the first dot.  

So the chosen dots on the map are moved on (desirable) specified place on the map. If the extent 

sizes of objects can change, the inquiry «Unbinding is … m. Do scale executing? ». At the answer «Yes» 

the exact binding to the specified dots with changing the object sizes is carried out. At the answer «No», 

the turn of objects round the first dot is carried without change of the sizes. 

It is possible to cancel movement of objects in the mode «Step back». 

 

3.13.12 Setting the way for metrics display of the object in the form of spline 

 

At display of an object metrics, it is used of the sign of a dynamic spline – the broken line 

or a bending-around spline. The choice of a method of inverting, assumes that the object 

contour at display, will change on the opposite. The mode is activated after allocation of 

objects on the map. The allocated objects, having type of localization linear or area, are 

considered. 
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3.13.13 Allocation for the group of objects 

 

For shading of the objects allocated on the map with the set degree of brightness and 

transparency to these objects, the element of the graphic description is added with taking 

into account set in a window for dialogue of parameters. The shaded objects are united in 

group and copied on the temporary user map. 

 

3.14 The group modes ALIGNMENT OF THE ALLOCATED OBJECTS 

 

The structure of the auxiliary panel «Alignment of the allocated objects» includes the 

modes, allowing to make mutual movement of the objects, allocated by means of search 

and allocation.  

 

 

Figure 31 -  «Alignment of the allocated objects» panel 

Table 30 -  The group modes «Alignment of the allocated objects» 

 

Alignment to the left Objects are displaced across to extreme at the left to object, so 

that the left borders of dimensions for all objects coincide 

 

Alignment on a vertical Objects are displaced across, so that the centers of dimensions 

for each object are on one vertical line passing through the 

middle of the general dimensions for all objects 

 

Alignment to the right Objects are displaced across to extreme on the right to object, 

so that the right borders of dimensions for all objects coincide 

 

Alignment from above Objects are displaced down to extreme from above to object, so 

that the upper bounds of dimensions for all objects coincide 

 

Alignment across the 

horizontal 

Objects are displaced down, so that the centers of dimensions 

for each object are on one horizontal line passing through the 

middle of the general dimensions for all objects 

 

Alignment from below Objects are displaced down to extreme from below to object, so 

that the lower bounds of dimensions for all objects coincide 

 

Placement across the 

horizontal 

Objects are displaced across, so that distances between 

dimensions of the next objects were equal 

 

Placement on a vertical Objects are displaced down, so that distances between 

dimensions of the next objects were equal 
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Displacement to the line The line is specified on the map by two dots. Objects are 

displaced to the specified line, so that they concern this line or 

its continuation 

 

Dislacement to the line 

with turn 

The line is specified on the map by two dots. Objects are 

displaced to the specified line and turn, so that they concern this 

line or its continuation by two next dots next to it 

 

3.14.1 Alignment from the left 

 

All allocated objects are displaced across to extreme at the left to object, so that the left 

borders of dimensions for all objects coincide. 

 

3.14.2 Alignment on a vertical 

 

All allocated objects are displaced across, so that the centers of dimensions for each object 

are on one vertical line passing through the middle of the general dimensions for all objects.  

 

3.14.3 Alignment to the right 

 

All allocated objects are displaced across to extreme on the right to object, so that the right 

borders of dimensions for all objects coincide.  

 

3.14.4 Alignment from above 

 

All selected objects are moved vertically to the topmost object so that the upper borders of 

the dimensions of all objects match.  

 

3.14.5 Alignment across the horizontal 

 

All allocated objects are displaced down to extreme from above to object, so that the upper 

bounds of dimensions for all objects coincide.  

 

3.14.6 Alignment from below 

 

All allocated objects are displaced down to extreme from below to object, so that the lower 

bounds of dimensions for all objects coincide.  
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3.14.7 Uniform horizontal allocation 

 

Objects are displaced across, so that distances between dimensions of the next objects were 

equal.  

 

3.14.8 Uniform vertical allocation 

 

Objects are displaced down, so that distances between dimensions of the next objects were 

equal.  

 

3.14.9 Displacement to the line 

 

In the beginning it is necessary to specify the line on the map by two dots. At the indication 

of dots it is possible to become attached to existing object by means of copying mode for a 

real dot (I). As a result of operation, objects are displaced to the specified line and they are 

turned so, that they concern its or its continuation. 

 

3.14.10 Displacement to the line with turn 

 

In the beginning it is necessary to specify the line on the map by two points. At the 

indication of dots it is possible to become attached to existing object by means of copying 

mode for a real dot (I). As a result of operation objects are displaced to the specified line 

and turn so that they concern its or its continuation by two next dots next to it.  

 

3.15 The group of modes THE SET OF OBJECTS 

 

The group of modes «The set of objects» helps in working with objects 

 

 

Figure 32 -  «The set of objects» panel 

Table 31 -  The group of modes «The set of objects» 

 

Addition in a set Object addition in a set (set of logically connected objects 

belonging to one sheet of the map) 

 

Removal from a set Removal of objects from a set 
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Set splitting Splitting for a set of objects – destruction of communications 

between the objects entering into a set of objects 

 

The allocated objects in a 

set 

Placement of the allocated objects in a set 

 

Set allocation Allocation for a set of objects 

 

Allocation with sub-

groups 

Allocation of all set as a whole 

 

Binding of objects in 

group 

Binding of objects in group on semantics 

 

3.15.1 Object addition in the set 

 

This mode serves for creation of the objects set or addition of a new object in the existing 

set. For this purpose it is necessary to make a consecutive choice of objects. 

For completion of operation: to press «Left+Right» or «Ctrl+Enter», without making any choice. 

At creation of a new set, the first chosen object is appointed the main thing, the others – 

subordinates. If at a consecutive choice of object, the object of a set meets, it (this set) can be united with 

the current. For this purpose it will be necessary to choose one of the offered options for association. 

It is possible to cancel the performance operation by means of key «Ctrl+Right» or after mode 

closing with the button «Step back». 

 

3.15.2 Removal of object from the set 

 

This mode serves for removal of object from a set of objects. For this purpose at first it is 

necessary to choose any of the objects, entering into an edited set; then – among objects of 

this set, consistently to choose the objects intended on removal.  

If on removal the main object of a set gets out, the request about set destruction will be made. At 

refusal in an edited set, the main object will be removed, and one of the remained objects will be 

appointed the main thing. 

It is possible to cancel the performance of operation by means of «Ctrl+Right» or after mode 

closing with the button «Step back». 

 

3.15.3 Splitting of the objects set 

 

This mode serves for destruction of communications between the objects entering into a set 

of objects. For this purpose it is necessary to choose any of the objects entering into a set. 

It is possible to cancel the performance of operations by means of «Ctrl+Right» or after 

mode closing with the button «Step back». 
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3.15.4 The allocated objects in the set 

 

This mode serves for placement in a set of the allocated objects. For this purpose it is 

necessary to allocate group of objects and to choose among them object which it is 

necessary to appoint the main thing. If the chosen object has already – the main thing for 

other group, it will be offered to destroy existing group or to choose other object for a main 

thing role. If among the allocated objects there are subordinated objects of other set, it will 

be necessary to choose one of the offered options for their placement in the current set.  

 

3.15.5 Set allocation 

 

This mode serves for allocation of an objects set. For this purpose it is enough to choose 

any of the objects entering into a set.  

 

3.15.6 Allocation with subgroups 

 

This mode is used for selection of a set of objects with subgroups entering into it, namely: if 

the object has the characteristic of the main for one group attribute of a subordinate for 

another group, the objects of both groups will be allocated to the selection. To do this, just 

select any of the objects included in the set. 

 

3.15.7 Binding (Snap) of objects in group on semantics 

 

Binding of objects in group means addition in them service semantic characteristics – the 

link to the caption from object and the link to object from the caption.  

The mode is activated after allocation of objects on the map. 

Those allocated objects are considered which contain semantics with a code 9 – own name 

of object and the caption with similar texts.  

As a result of texts coincidence for names and captions will be organized communication of objects 

by means of service codes semantics: 

- in object, other than type the caption and the template, is added semantics with 

SEMOBJECTTOTEXT code- the link to the caption from object; 

- in object like caption, it is added the semantic with code SEMOBJECTFROMTEXT – (the link 

to object from the caption). 

 

As value of added semantics the unique key of object serves. 

Dialogue of consecutive search is used in a task – allows to regulate process of participation for the 

chosen objects in group creation. 

If for creation of communication with the caption, some objects having identical own names apply, 

it will be selected the next for placement on the map. 

 

3.16 The group of modes MODELS 

 

The group of modes «Models» is designed to simplify the work with sets of objects. 

 

Table 32 -  The group of modes «Models of created map objects» 

Sets (tools) of models Sets of models are presented in the group of the panel second at the left 

(buttons with numbers). It is possible to use to 10 sets of models for most 
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often used objects. Each set of models has a name determined by the user, 

and can contain to 24 models of objects. For addition the next set of 

models it is necessary to press the button «Properties» (in a right-wing 

group of the panel, with a badge of a black triangle). 

Models of objects 

(elements of a legend for 

the map) 

Models of objects are presented in the left group of the panel. For 

addition the next model of object it is necessary to press Empty (marked 

with a cross) the button. The choice of earlier added object model it is 

equivalent to search and a choice of a type for created object from library 

of conventional signs (the digital classifier). Data on the object, and also a 

way of its creation are stored in the model of object (any contour, a 

rectangle, a circle, etc.). 

Setup of models for 

created objects 

For setup of models it is necessary to press the button «Properties» (in a 

right-wing group of the panel, with a badge of a black triangle). 

Control of a way for 

creation of object 

For control of a way for creation of object it is necessary to choose the 

model of object and to press the button «Ways (means)» of creation in a 

right-wing group of the panel. 

 

It is expedient to use models of created objects at creation (vectoring) of the digital map, previously 

having filled them with images of most often used objects of the digital map. 

Models for created objects of the map are realized in the form of a set tools/ lines of pictograms on 

12 objects in every of them (till 10 tools/rulers), but as pictograms on it are located images of created 

objects. 

 

 

Figure 33 -   Setup of models for created objects 

Each tool of models has a user-defined individual name, which allows you to quickly navigate when 

selecting the desired object. 

Selecting the model of the object is equivalent to searching for and selecting the type of the created 

object from the library of conventional signs (digital classifier), but it requires much less expenses, 

because it consists in simply pressing the corresponding button of the panel. 

The object's model stores information about the object itself, as well as the method of its creation 

(arbitrary contour, rectangle, circle, etc.). 

To display the tools of models, it is necessary to click the button «Models» in the main panel of 

«Map Editor». 
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1 2 3 4 

Figure 34 -  «Models» panel 

«Models» panel contains (see Figure 34): 

1 – Models of types for created objects of the current set.  

2 – Sets for types models of created objects (12 … 24). 

3 – Way of object mapping from the current model. 

4 – Control of the set for types models of created objects. 

 

By an initial call for the panel of models for created objects that you are creating (selecting the 

corresponding button on the main panel of «Map Editor»), you will see a toolbar consisting of empty 

(unfilled) models (instead of an image of objects on the buttons, the icons «Х» are shown). 

To fill an empty model, just click the corresponding button on the panel. After selecting the object 

you need from the symbol library, the image of this object appears on the corresponding button, the 

button remains pressed and the process of creating the object is activated. Information about the 

completed model can be obtained by placing the mouse pointer (cursor) on the button of interest to you.  

To create the object necessary to you it is possible after filling of the empty model, after a choice of 

the filled model or after a choice of the corresponding mode on the main panel of «Map editor». Besides, 

you can (without interrupting the process of creation begun by you or editing the map object) replace the 

image of the filled model for created object. For this purpose it is necessary to press the right button of a 

mouse at the moment when the index of a mouse is over the button chosen by you. At the time of the first 

activation for the panel of objects models (on the concrete map), in a directory, where data are stored, (in 

LOG subdirectory) the file with a name of the current map is created and EDT extension. Originally the 

file contains only one line of models «without name» from 12 elements.  

Editing of the file is made after point selection of the menu «Properties» which is activated during 

pressing the right button of a mouse over any button of the panel or pressing of the auxiliary (last) button 

of the panel. 

 

3.17 Additional modes for the editor of map 

Table 33 -  Additional modes for the editor of map 

 

Object movement Changing of planned position for the chosen object 

 

Scaling and turning of 

objects 

Scaling and turning of objects by means of dimensional 

frame, in which the chosen object is placed or all allocated, or 

a set of objects (if in «General parameters» – the mode 

«Operation with sets of objects» is switched on) 

 

Results of control The analysis of control results for the digital map after one of 

control procedures performance 

 

Type change Change of type object for the map 
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Restoration Consecutive restoration of the previous conditions for the 

edited object (restoration is impossible after procedure of 

data sorting) 

 

Fast editing Editing of the metric description for objects of the digital 

map 

 

Cancellation of the last 

operation 

Cancellation by means of the list for transactions of one or 

several operations which have been executed one or all users 

 

Step back Cancellation of the last executed operation 

 

Parameters of the map 

editor 

Parameters of the editor: «Structure of the main panel», 

«Vectorizer», «Autofigures», «Main panel», «Hotkeys» 

 

3.17.1 Object movement 

 

Change of planned position for the chosen object is carried out by index movement in a 

working field at the pressed left button of a mouse. The direction and step of change for 

position of object correspond to movement for the index of a mouse, since the moment 

when the left button of a mouse was pressed. 

Index movement at the released button doesn't lead to change of position for object. 

It is recommended to carry out rough positioning of object by means of a mouse, and exact one by 

means of arrows on the keyboard at the pressed button of a mouse. 

In a case, at the time of mode activation, on the edited map the group of objects was allocated, the 

operator is offered to move all group or to choose concrete object on the map. 

It is possible to move object (or group of the allocated objects) as by means of a mouse, and having 

specified a vector movement (an auxiliary mode «K»). For this purpose it is necessary to activate 

selection process for a vector and to choose the first and second real-existent point for object of the map. 

After the indication of the second point there will be a record of the moved objects on the new place. 

Fixing of the made corrections is produced at the time of completion the carried-out operation. 

 

3.17.2 Turn and scaling of objects 

 

Turning and scaling of objects is carried out by means of dimensional frame in which 

placed the chosen object either all allocated ones or a set of objects (if in parameters it is 

switched on the operating mode with sets). Changing the situation and the sizes of a frame 

and, respectively, a set is carried out by moving the index of a mouse at the pressed left 

button. 

Thus there are three modes of change for the frame position, each of them is accompanied by a 

certain type of the cursor: 

- change of dimensions; 

- movement; 

- turn. 

 

For changing dimensions of a frame it is necessary to place the index of a mouse on one of 

counters. If the index is on angular counters, dimensions are changed in two directions (height and width). 
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If the index is on the counters, located on one of the parties, dimensions are changed in one direction (on 

height or on width). 

When moving the index of a mouse at the pressed left button, there is a frame shift without change 

of its dimensions. 

To pass to a turn mode, it is necessary to press the key «Alt» at movement of the index of a mouse. 

Directly turn is carried out when pressing the key «Alt» and moving the index of a mouse at the pressed 

left button. 

Index movement at the released button doesn't lead to change of dimensional frame position. It is 

recommended to carry out rough positioning of a frame by means of a mouse, the exact one – by means 

of arrows on the keyboard at the pressed button of a mouse. Fixing of the objects set is made at the time 

of completion the carried-out operation. 

For changing position of one object from a set it is necessary after an object choice on a question: 

«To edit all objects?», – to answer «No». 

There is an opportunity to change the center and an angle of rotation for edited object to concrete 

size or to set distance from edited object to the copy. For this purpose it is enough to press the key 

«Space» or to cause point of a context menu «Parameters of movement» then there will be a dialogue 

with parameters. Object movement happens to use this dialogue concerning a binding dot (it is designated 

by a cross). The binding dot at the same time is also the turn center. Initially the dot of a binding is in the 

center of a dimensional frame. 

In the dialogue are used three modes for movement of object: 

- on distance (it is set the direction of movement and distance in this direction); 

- on coordinates (new coordinates of object moving are set); 

- on an increment (it is set a shift on which it is necessary to move initial object). 

 

The position of a binding dot can be changed, having specified the concrete coordinates in dialogue 

«Parameters of movement» or using points of a context menu:   

- binding dot (center of a dimensional frame); 

- binding dot (contour dot); 

- binding dot (any dot of a contour); 

- binding dot (any dot). 

 

There is a possibility of «Objects scaling concerning a binding dot» (the corresponding dot of a 

context menu). If at scaling objects, without a binding dot, the size of object and its position are changed 

according the change of the sizes and the position of a rubber contour, in «Objects scaling concerning a 

binding dot», the size of object changes according the change of the sizes of a rubber contour. The 

position of object is fixed, concerning a binding dot. Thus, the rubber contour (a dimensional frame) will 

be arranged under the new sizes and the position of object. 

 

3.17.3 Watching (scanning) of control results 

 

This mode is intended for the analysis of results for control of programs implementation and 

editing of the digital map.  

Dialogue of results watching contains a message box, and also elements of control for 

messages display and the related objects of the map.  

The heading of dialogue contains the map name, total of messages and number of the shown 

messages. 

The line of the message contains: 

- serial number of the message; 

- tags «+», «*» (can be absent); 

- object number (can be absent); 

- text of the error message or object editing. 
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Types of tags: 

«+» – a tag of heading for a stage of control or a tag of repeated same messages or a tag of the user; 

«*» – a sign for program editing of the object. 

 

The tag of heading for a stage of control is brought by the program of control and specifies the 

beginning of messages for this stage. 

The tag of repeated same messages is brought by the control program at detection in the protocol of 

several same messages containing references to identical numbers of objects, and indicating a dot with 

identical coordinates. 

The tag of the user is brought by the user in the course of protocol viewing for the purpose of the 

indication of the processed messages. 

 

 

Figure 35 -  Example of the protocol for results of control 

Lines 1, 2, 13, 20, 21 contain headings of stages for control, a line 3-12 – an error of passport data, 

a line 14-17 – the message on editing of objects (*) the control program, noted by the user (+). 

Movement according to the list of messages is carried out by means of buttons «Forward», «Back» 

and the keys: «Home», «End», «Page Up», «Page Down», «arrow». 

Double pressing in a line of the message with number of object causes transition to the current 

object in a map window. By the button «Select» is called the selection for object choice dialogue. By the 

button «Allocate», the current object is allocated on the map. Shutdown of «Hide the deleted objects» 

mode allows you to display deleted objects by double pressing in a line of the message. 

In the course of the analysis for results of control, the user has opportunity to note the processed 

messages of the list by means of the button «+» and further to disconnect display of these messages by 

the mode «Hide noted messages». 

The mode «Hide the corrected errors» allows you to disconnect display of the messages having a 

tag «*» (given out by control programs when editing objects).  

The structure of the list for displayed messages is adjusted by pressing button «Filter». In dialogue 

of control it is possible to set types of mistakes, layers and nomenclature sheets of the map, nature of 

localization and number of objects.  

The button «Clear » (clean) is intended for removal of all messages from the list. 
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3.17.4 Change of object type (code) 

 

This mode is used to change the type for concrete object of the map. For performance of 

operation it is necessary to choose edited object and new type of object (see: Selection of 

object type). 

 

3.17.5 Restoration of the edited objects 

 

At editing objects, the system keeps all their old conditions. Therefore at any time (before 

start of sorting data procedure) it is possible to restore any change of the map object. 

For this purpose it is necessary to activate this mode and to choose the object needing restoration. 

Thus the system will show a condition of restored object before its last editing and will suggest you to 

make its restoration. The button «Following» serves for transition to older condition of object (up to its 

first editing). 

 

3.17.6 Fast editing 

 

This mode is intended for editing of the metric description for objects of the digital map. It 

is universal. It unites in itself functionality of several modes of «Editor». It doesn't demand 

a choice and saving of objects after editing. 

To start editing of object it is enough to be specified on the map (to click with a mouse after the 

edited object «was illuminated» at guidance of the cursor on it). The mode is based on using of «hot» 

keys. It is recommended to use on not over loaded maps since the most top object is always highlighted. 

In this regard at full coincidence of the metrics of several objects, bottom ones aren't possible to edit. 

At moving cursor the next object is highlighted. After activation of edited object (the single click a 

mouse) it is highlighted a dimensional frame (for linear and area objects) and dots of metrics of object. 

The dimensional frame has 9 dots. 8 (on a contour of the dimensional frame) for scaling and one 

(over a northern side of the dimensional frame) for object rotation. 

At cursor approach to one of dimensional dots (area radius for capture of dots is adjusted in 

dialogue of parameters for «Editor» and it can be changed by pressing of the keys «+» and «-» on the 

right-wing additional group of keys of the keyboard) there is dot « capture», thus it is highlighted. After 

capture of a dot it is possible to press the left button of a mouse and by movement of a mouse to execute 

scaling (or turn). At the object rotation by the center, the center is of a dimensional frame, when scaling – 

the dot of the frame -opposite chosen one. At capture of an angular dot, scaling is made in all directions. 

At capture of a lateral dot – there is only on width, top or bottom – only on height. Recording changes is 

made after releasing the left button of a mouse. 

At moving cursor over a contour of object there is a capture for real dots of metrics. If the mode of 

an insert of dots is switched on, between real dots there is a capture for a contour of object. Thus the place 

of capture is highlighted. If at this moment to press the left button of a mouse – the dot insert in a place of 

capture and record of the object will be executed, the inserted dot will be illuminated as real. Further 

(without releasing the left button of a mouse) it is possible to carry out its positioning. Positioning of a 

real dot is made by movement of a mouse with the pressed left button after capture of an edited dot. If 

thus to press the key «Ctrl», there will be a copying of the current dot, current there will be an «old» dot. 

So for a final digitalization (continuation) of linear object, it can install the cursor on its beginning, to 

press «Ctrl» and to make addition and positioning of necessary quantity of dots.  

At moving point it «sticks» to dots and contours of already existing objects on the map (within the 

area radius of capture). For shutdown of this opportunity it is necessary to set the capture radius, equal 0. 

The cursor position, at the moment when there is no dot or contour capture, activates a mode of 

editing for object entirely. If the pressing for the left button of a mouse and movement of the cursor leads 
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to movement of whole object, movement with the pressed key «Ctrl» will lead to creation and movement 

of the object copy. Pressing of the key «Delete» will lead to removal of object, etc. 

In table 34 there is the compliance of keys «by default». Own control of compliance is possible to 

perform in dialogue tunings of parameters for «Editor» in a bookmark «hot keys». 

 

Table 34 -  Additional modes of the map editor 

Key code Dot editing Object editing 

Delete Removal of a dot Removal of object 

Z 

To smooth object 

(switching between spline modes: the broken line – a bending-around spline – a 

describing spline) 

X Object filtration 

L Closing of the current sub-object - 

Insert Switching on/off of a mode for dots insert 

Ctrl Dot copy Object copy 

D 
Changing the direction of the current 

sub-object 
- 

+ ( it is right) To increase area of capture for dots 

- ( it is right) To reduce area of capture for dots 

 

For transition to activation and editing of the next object, you should press «Esc». 

 

3.17.7 Cancellation of the last operation 

 

Cancelled operation is in the list of transactions on the top, first place and it is removed at 

line «Cancellation of operation». 

In need of removal for several operations it is enough to choose transaction which will close 

an interval of cancelled operations in the list.  

Information, on transactions of all users or one of them, is set by switching «All users» 

button.  

 

3.17.8 Return on a step back 

 

This mode cancels the last operation of creation made on the map, editing or removals. 

Cancellation of operations is made consistently, since the last (it is impossible to cancel 

penultimate operation, without having cancelled the last).  

Information, on the operations of editing made on the map, is stored in the magazine of 

transactions. Therefore cancellation of the last operation is possible and after an exit and system restart. 

Cancellation of operations is possible before performance of a sheet sorting. Process of map editing, as a 

result of which some objects change at once (the report, the stitching, operations over the allocated 

objects), is one operation. Therefore, as a result of its cancellation, all objects will be restored which have 

undergone editing in process of performance for this operation. 
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3.17.9 Parameters for the editor of the map 

 

Parameters of an editing session are remained at completion of operation for the editor of   

the vector map and are restored at his repeated start.  

Dialogue of parameters control for the editor of the map contains bookmarks in which there are set: 

- general parameters; 

- parameters of autofigures; 

- vectorizer parameters; 

- structure of the main panel; 

- hot keys. 
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4 PARAMETERS FOR THE EDITOR OF MAP 

In dialogue of parameters tuning for the editor of the map, the general parameters are set, 

parameters of the vectorizer and autofigures, structure of the main panel and hot keys. 

Parameters of editing session are remained at completion of operation for the editor of the map and 

are restored at its repeated start. 

 

4.1 General parameters 

 

 

Figure 36 -  General parameters of the vector map editor 

4.1.1 Cutting 

Cutting created and edited objects on the sheet border. When cutting mode is on, objects applied to 

a work area consisting of several sheets will be automatically cut into fragments bounded by the borders 

of the sheets. The presence of the frames for the sheets is required. 

 

4.1.2 Cutting (cutting off) the edited objects by frame 

When the cutting mode of created and edited objects is included in the frames, objects applied to the 

work area consisting of several sheets will be automatically cut into fragments bounded by the borders of 

the sheets. The presence of frames on the sheets is a must! 

 

Sheet 1 Sheet 2  Sheet 1 Sheet 2 

                     

     Object 2             

Object 1        Object 1       

                     

- a) cutting objects  b) trimming objects 

Figure 37 -  Cutting objects on the frame 
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4.1.3 Trimming (cutting off) 

Cropping created and edited objects on the sheet border. When the cut-off mode is on, objects 

applied to a work area consisting of several sheets will automatically be cut off on the frame of the sheet 

on which the first entered dot of the object is located. 

 

4.1.4 Semantics inquiry at object creation 

If there is no need to enter attribute characteristics of the object at the time of its creation, the query 

for entering semantics can be turned off (mandatory characteristics of the object will be filled 

automatically with default values). 

 

4.1.5 Spread of crossing dots 

If you enable this item, during the creation of linear and polygon object produced by automatic 

placement of dots for intersections of the created object with all intersecting the map features that are 

visible on the screen (included in the composition of the display). 

 

4.1.6 Three-dimensional object metrics 

If you enable this item and the open matrix of heights in the metric for the object when applying it 

to the map recorded three coordinates (X, Y, H). In the case that none of the established dots were not 

included in the active area for the matrix of heights, the object will be recorded as two-dimensional. 

 

4.1.7 Tracing 

If you enable this item, during the creation of linear and polygon object when you move the mouse 

while holding down the left key produced a continuous record of the dots for the metrics by the increment 

specified in the paragraph «Level of filtering». 

 

4.1.8 Prohibition of frame sheet editing 

Editing the sheet border is recommended in extremely rare cases, taking into account that the sheet 

is oriented in the external coordinate system with the help of the frame and any editing of the frame can 

lead to undesirable consequences. 

 

4.1.9 Operation with objects set 

If you enable this item, the modes of «Move», «Delete», «Conversion» objects work both with 

separate objects and groups of objects created using a set for modes of the panel «The set of objects». 

 

4.1.10 Statistics displaying 

When creating and editing objects in the information line of the main system window, information 

about the object being created or edited (the total length, length and direction of the last line, the area of 

the object) is placed. The information is updated (recalculated) each time the mouse is moved. When 

editing large lengths (tens of thousands dots) of objects, calculating the statistics takes considerable time, 

which leads to decrease in the reactivity of the mouse. To eliminate this effect, it is possible to disable this 

option. 

 

4.1.11 Additional cursors 

If it is necessary, you can enable the use of additional cursors that help to monitor the status of the 

active editing mode. 
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4.1.12 Auxiliary panels 

At the start of some modes, an auxiliary panel appears at the bottom of the window, which activates 

the auxiliary creation and editing modes in the form of function buttons. You can also activate these 

modes by selecting the appropriate menu item pop-up by right-clicking the mouse, and by pressing the 

corresponding hotkey on the keyboard. 

If necessary, you can disable the use of auxiliary panels. 

 

4.1.13 Deleting the allocation after recording 

This option allows you to disable the selection of the object after the end of the previous editing 

operation. 

 

4.1.14 Memory of date and time for the object changing 

When this mode is enabled, the service semantics will be recorded to the object with each editing 

operation: 

- date of object update (32853); 

- object update time (32854); 

- the name of operator for updating (32855). 

 

The operator name is: <User Name> & <Computer Name>. For example: «Ivan&PETROV». 

 

4.1.15 Type of spline 

To display the acquisition, a function whose domain of definition is divided into a finite number of 

segments, on each of which the spline coincides with some algebraic polynomial (polynomial). 

Static – when you create a spline, all dots describing it are recorded to the metric of the object. With 

further editing, each dot of the object is edited. 

Dynamic – when creating a spline in the metric of the object, only the reference (turning) dots are 

recorded. With further editing, the reference dots are edited, and the spline is dynamically rebuilt. 

 

4.1.15.1 Parameters of statistics splines 

The level of smoothing is the degree of curvature for the static envelope of the spline. 

The dots at the top of the spline are the maximum number of dots describing the turning dot when 

constructing a static spline. 

 

4.1.16 Dimensions and tolerances 

Dimensions and tolerances used to create and edit objects can be specified in millimeters on the 

map or in meters on the terrain. 

 

4.1.16.1 Tolerance of coordination 

Acceptance of tolerance affects the operation for the mode «Object reconciliation». The criterion of 

«pulling» the dot of an edited object to a neighboring object is its position not further than allowing an 

agreement from this object. The unit of measurement of the input quantity is selected from the «Unit of 

measurement» list (millimeter on the map, meter on the terrain, discrete). 

 

4.1.16.2 Level of filtration 

The value for the filtering level affects the degree of filtering (coarsening) for the edited object. The 

filtering level is the distance from the dot of the object to the segment that connects its previous and 

subsequent dots at which the dot is deleted. The recommended value is 0.1 mm. The unit of measurement 
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for the input quantity is selected from the «Unit of measurement» list (millimeter on the map, meter on 

the terrain, discrete). 

 

4.1.16.3 Width of double line 

Using the value of the width for the zone, the width of the created object – the parallel line (item 

3.3.9) is regulated. The value for band width of zone can also be changed using the keys «+» and «-» (on 

the right side of the keyboard). 

 

4.2 Parameters of vectorizer 

This tab allows to configure the parameters of the semi-automatic vectorization mode. Semi-

automatic vectorization is one of the method to create an object to a map. 

 

 

Figure 38 -  The vectorizer for editor of vector map 

4.2.1 Stop at the intersection with visible objects of the map 

When this option is enabled in the semi-automatic vectorization mode, the program stops 

vectorization when crossing an existing map object that is part of the displayed objects. 

 

4.2.2 Vectoring watch 

When this option is enabled in the semi-automatic vectorization mode, the program moves the map 

at the speed specified by the parameter «Vectorization speed», allowing the operator to monitor the 

process. Forcibly stop the process of vectorization by pressing the key «Esc». 

 

4.2.3 Searching the continuation on breaks of lines 

When this parameter is enabled in the semi-automatic vectorization mode, the program looks for 

continuation on the raster line breaks in the sector specified by the parameter «Search sector» at a 

distance specified by the parameter «Search radius». 
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4.3 Autofigure 

The parameters of the tab «Autofigure» are used when creating objects with complex contours: 

mounds, overpasses, ladders. 

 

 

Figure 39 -  Autofigures for the editor of vector map 

4.3.1 Code of design line 

The code of the line of clearance is the classification code of the object, which is used to design the 

auto-figures (embankments, overpass, etc.). If there is no specified code value in the classifier, the objects 

are assigned the code of the system linear object 

 

4.3.2 Mound parameters 

Objects of the type «Mounds» are formed as a set of lines: the top edge and strokes directed from  

the top edge to the bottom. The parameters of the embankment contain: 

- distance between strokes (millimeters on the map); 

- length of even (short) strokes. 

 

Odd (long) strokes are located from the top to the bottom edge. If you enable the option «If the 

length of odd strokes is more than (specified value)», the length of even strokes is calculated 

proportionally to the length of the odd strokes. When the option «Fortified» is turned on, even strokes are 

drawn with additional short segments corresponding to the conventional symbol «Fortified mound». 

 

4.3.3 Staircase parameters 

Objects like «Stairs» are formed as a set of lines: steps and the contour of the staircase. The creation 

of the step lines is carried out with a specified step (step width) in millimeters on the map. 
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4.4 Tab «Main panel» 

This tab allows you to configure the main panel of the map editor. To change the composition of the 

function buttons, select the variable button in the group «Panel», then double-click the button of the mode 

button in the group «All». 

 

 

Figure 40 -  Composition of the main editor panel 

To change the panel size, you need to change the number of lines (rows). When you increase the 

number of lines by 1, the panel adds space for two additional buttons. 

 

4.5 Tab «Hot keys» 

The tab allows you to specify keyboard shortcuts for commands corresponding to the buttons of the 

main editor panel, as well as for modes that are active during creation and editing of objects.  
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Figure 41 -  Hot keys 

The top dialog box contains a list of available buttons (marked in green) and a list of those occupied 

by the key (marked in red). 

The lower dialog box reflects the current hotkey settings for commands and editor modes. To 

configure the hot keys, you must enable one of the radio buttons (Commands or Modes), select the 

command or mode in the lower dialog box, and then double-click the available green key in the upper part 

of the dialog. 
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5 AUXILIARY MODES OF CREATION AND EDITING 

Most of the map editor modes have auxiliary modes that facilitate the execution of an action. 

When you activate any mode of the map editor, all the auxiliary modes available for it are placed in 

the pop-up menu by clicking the right mouse button. You can also activate the auxiliary mode by pressing 

the corresponding hotkey on the keyboard. 

When describing the keys «hot», we mean the letters of the Latin alphabet. 

Pressing some hot keys for different modes means activating different processes. For example, 

pressing the key «Insert» in the dot edit mode means entering the insertion dot mode, and for creating 

modes, activate the dialog for creating and editing the metric of the map object. 

At the start of some modes, an auxiliary panel appears at the bottom of the window, in which the 

corresponding auxiliary modes are activated as function buttons. 

If it is necessary, it is possible to disable the use of auxiliary panels in the properties for the map 

editor. 

 

5.1 «A» – edition mode of common dots (dots editing) 

 

This mode is available for editing of object dots mode. 

If the mode is activated, after dot movement, together with it, the dots of other objects are 

moving which had with an edited dot identical coordinates (with an accuracy corresponding 

to value of a threshold for coordination, set in parameters of the map editor). 

 

5.2 «B» – about the object (creation of dot and vector objects) 

This mode is available at creation of dot and vector objects. 

If the mode is activated, after a choice of object for the map, dot and vector objects of the specified 

type will be created in all nodal dots of the chosen object. 

For vector objects before their creation, the tilt angle is requested concerning the direction to the 

north. 

 

5.3 «C» – snap (binding) to the center of line 

 

After activization of a mode, it is necessary to choose object – a source and to specify on it a 

copied dot. Thus the auxiliary line connects the cursor to the middle of nearest from pieces of 

contour for the chosen object.  

 

5.4 «D» – changing of digital direction (creation of lineal object) 

 

This mode is intended for changing the direction of digitization for object in the course of its 

creation. 

 

5.5 «E» – ellipse (circle creation or circle of any radius) 

This mode switches on and off a mode for creation of an ellipse. 

 

5.6 «F» – arbitrary line (cancellation of the modes «H», «V», «R», «K», «T») 

If the mode is switched on, the new dot will be created on a perpendicular to the last entered piece. 
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5.7 «G» – creation mode of answering dots 

 

If the mode isn't activated, «reciprocal» dots in a mode for capture of others lines won't be 

created. Besides, reciprocal dots aren't created on a sheet frame (if in properties of the map 

editor the corresponding option isn't disconnected). 

 

5.8 «H» – horizontal line (dots editing) 

 

If the mode of dots insert is switched off, at process activation a piece of a contour, for which 

current dot (the dot which the auxiliary line indicates) is final, becomes horizontal. That is 

the position of a dot after movement depends on the digitization direction. 

 

 

Figure 42 -  Horizontal line «H» 

If the mode of dots insert is switched on, at process activation a piece of contour, on which the 

auxiliary line indicates, becomes horizontal. It is thus edited (is moved) the dot closer located to a dot of 

contact for the auxiliary line regardless of the direction for digitization. 

 

5.9 «H» – horizontal line (object creating) 

 

If the mode is switched on, the new dot will be created on the horizontal line relatively the 

last entered dot. 

 

5.10 «I» – the dot copy of chosen object 

 

After activation of a mode it is necessary to choose the object-source and to specify on it a 

copied dot (if object-source is linear or area object). 

 

5.11 «J» – capture mode of «other» lines 

 

If the mode is activated, in case, when moving the cursor to capture area (limited by a 

rectangle with the center in an edited dot) gets the line of a contour for object existing on 

the map, the cursor «will be attracted» to it.  

If at the moment when others line «is seized» to release the button of a mouse, the position of a dot 

will be recorded precisely on the seized line, and on lines of all objects passing in this dot, «reciprocal» 

dots will be created (if the auxiliary mode «Creation of reciprocal dots» is switched on). If during 

movement to area of capture the existing point of «strange» object gets, it will «be captured». 

When using the mode, it is recommended to switch the map type to the mode «Normal with nodes» 

in the main GIS menu. 
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5.12 «K» – capture mode of «other» dots  

 

If the mode is activated, in case, when moving the cursor to capture area (limited by a 

rectangle with the center in an edited or created dot) gets an existing dot of any object 

already existing on the map, the cursor «will be attracted» to it. 

When using the mode, it is recommended to switch the map type to the mode «Normal 

with nodes» in the main GIS menu. 

 

5.13 «K» – vector of movement  

 

After activation of this mode it is necessary to specify two dots (the beginning and the           

end of a vector movement). 

If during the cursor movement to area of capture, the existing dot of any object already 

existing on the map gets, the cursor «will be attracted» to it (the image of the cursor will 

change). 

 

5.14 «L» – closing of the object contour 

 

By pressing the button is made closing of a contour for the current sub-object (which the 

auxiliary line indicates). It is used only at creation and editing of linear objects. When 

editing contours of area objects the first and last dots of a contour are edited synchronously. 

 

5.15 «M» – memory of the cursor position on the map 

In need of the subsequent return of the screen to the set dot, it is necessary to remember location of 

the cursor. It is possible to remember consistently to 20 dots. For return to a dot, modes «N» and «X» are 

used. 

 

5.16 «N» – return on the last dot 

 

It carries out return to the last recorded dot («M» mode). 

 

5.17 «O» – vectoring  

It intensifies process of semi-automatic vectoring of linear object according to the raster image (it is 

similar «Q»). 

 

5.18 «P» – the copy of a site for the chosen object 

 

The mode is used in case created and already existing objects have a coinciding site.  

After activation of a mode it is necessary to choose an object-source and to specify on it a 

copied site. The selection of a site is made on three consistently specified dots (the site 

beginning, an internal dot of the site and the end of the site). The second dot can coincide 

with the first or last dots. In that case the choice of the site is made on two dots. However, 

for the closed object, in order to avoid ambiguous identification of the chosen site, it is 

necessary to make a choice only on three dots! 

 

5.19 «Q» – vectoring  

It intensifies process of semi-automatic vectoring of linear object according to the raster image (it is 

similar «O»). 
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5.20 «R» – right angle (creation of objects) 

 

If the mode is switched on, the new dot will be created on a perpendicular to the last 

entered piece. 

 

5.21 «S» – smoothing (movement of the part object) 

It smoothes a site of the object had chosen by three dots. It is similar to a mode of the map editor     

«Object smoothing». 

 

5.22 «S» – to give the size (circle creation) 

It initiates input of radius for a created circle. 

 

5.23 «S» – to give the size (rectangle creation) 

It initiates input of the sizes for a created rectangle. It is available after the indication of orientation 

and a rectangle binding (input of the first dot for horizontal and the first two dots to an inclined 

rectangle). 

 

 

Figure 43 -  Setting the sizes (dimensions) 

5.24 «T» – capture of line for chosen object 

 

After activation of the mode, it is necessary to choose an object-source and to specify on it 

a copied dot (if object – the source is linear or area object). If at the time of mode using the 

auxiliary mode «Creation of reciprocal dots» is switched on, on lines, of all objects passing 

in the specified object dot, «reciprocal» dots will be created. 

 

5.25  «U» – the lighting mode for dots 

 

The mode is available for mode editing of the object dots. 

If the illumination for dots of edited object disturbs visual perception of information, it can 

be disconnected. 
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5.26 «V» – vertical line (dots editing) 

 

If the mode of dots insert is switched off, at activation process a piece of a contour, for 

which current dot (the dot which the auxiliary line indicates) is final, becomes vertical. 

That is the position of a dot after movement depends on the digitization direction.  

 

 

Figure 44 -  Vertical line «V» 

If the mode of dots insert is switched on, at process activation a piece of a contour which the 

auxiliary line indicates, it becomes vertical. It is thus, the dot edited (moves), closer located to a dot of a 

contact of the auxiliary line regardless of the direction of digitization. 

 

5.27 «V» – vertical line (objects creating) 

 

If the mode is switched on, the new dot will be created on the vertical line relatively the 

last entered dot. 

 

5.28 «X» – returning in previous dot 

It carries out return to the previous recorded dot. Consecutive activation of the mode will lead to 

display of the first recorded dot. 

 

5.29 «X» – filtering (movement of object part) 

It filters the chosen on three dots the site of object, similar to a mode of the map editor – Object 

filtration. 

 

5.30 «Y» – creation of connected sub-object (creation of lineal object) 

 

At creation of linear object there is a possibility of creation for compound object (object + 

sub-objects). Created after activation of this process the sub-object will be connected 

(attached to the main object or its sub-objects created earlier, the first dot of again created 

sub-object gets out on a contour of created object). 

 

5.31 «Gap» – creation of independent sub-object (creation of linear object)  

 

At creation of linear object there is a possibility of creation for compound object (object + 

sub-objects). Created after activation of this process the sub-object will be independent (not 

attached to the main object or its sub-objects created earlier, the first dot can be created in 

any place). 
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5.32 «+» – increasing of capture area (capture of other lines and dots) 

 

Radius of area for capture increases with a step of 0.05 mm in the initial scale of the map. 

 

5.33 «-» – reducing of capture area (capture of other lines and dots) 

 

Radius of area for capture decreases with a step of 0.05 mm in the initial scale of the map. 

 

5.34 «Insert» – insert mode at editing dots  

 

For modes of creation for new objects, pressing of «Insert» leads to activation the dialogue 

of creation and editing for metrics of object. 

 

5.35 «Insert» – dialogue of creation and edition for object metrics 

 

For a mode – editing the dot of object, pressing of «Insert» means transition to the mode 

for insert of dots.  

 

If the mode isn't activated, at free movement of the cursor (without pressing of the button of a 

mouse), it unites the auxiliary line to the existing dot of edited object next to it. It means that, it is 

possible to move (to edit) only existing dots of object.  

If the mode is activated, when moving cursor, it unites the auxiliary line to the line of a contour of 

edited object on the shortest distance, regardless of existence in this place of a real-existent dot of a 

contour.  

By pressing the left button of a mouse in a place of a contact of the auxiliary line and an object 

contour, the new dot is created which can be moved at once, without releasing the button of a mouse.  

Using of this mode is possible only for linear and area objects. 

 

5.36 «Delete» – deleting the dot 

 

The mode is available to a mode of editing for dots of object. 

At activation of process it is made removal of the current dot (a dot on which indicates the 

auxiliary line) for a contour of object.  

Operation of creation/removal of the last created dot is made by «Backspace» button 

pressing. 

 

5.37 «Back» – a step back 

 

Cancellation of the last movement for a dot is carried out. It affects only for dots edited (the 

chosen object). For cancellation of the general dots editing, the main panel of the map 

editor should be used – the mode «Step back». 
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APPENDIX 1   DESCRIPTION FOR THE STRUCTURE OF FILE XYH 

The coordinates contained in a file of type XYH can be used to create dot, line, or area objects. The 

object type is assigned by the user in the object creation mode. 

The rules for creating the file of coordinates for type XYH: 

1) The file must have an extension XYH or TXT. 

2) The file should be a set of lines in the format: «NAME X Y H». 

3) NAME and H fields are allowed. Strings can have the formats: «X Y», «X Y H». 

4) The fields NAME, X, Y and H must be separated by spaces (one or more). 

5) The file is allowed to have blank lines and comment lines starting with the character «/». 

6) Specifying coordinates in the form of real numbers, the symbols «.» or «,» can be used as a 

separator for the whole and fractional parts. 

 

Table 35 -  Description of XYH file fields 

Name Description 

NAME There is a number or a name of the dot. This name can’t contain spaces. 

When creating objects, the name is automatically entered in the semantics of the 

created object («Own (proper) name», the characteristic code 9). 

X, Y Coordinates of the dot in meters (on the terrain) or in degrees (WGS84). 

H Absolute height of the dot. 

 

Example of text file XYH: 

1           600.000             600.001             212.405 

2           555.851             599.999             214.116 

3           613.907             563.375             212.666 

4           613.915             563.352             212.666 

5           613.915             563.352             212.666 

6           600.018             526.752             212.384 

7           613.915             563.352             212.666 

8           600.029             599.924             212.384 

9           600.028             599.924             212.384 

10         599.886             599.878             212.385 

11         601.031             604.909             212.282 

12         594.946             606.488             212.524 
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APPENDIX 2   DESCRIPTION FOR THE STRUCTURE OF FILE MET 

The coordinates contained in a file MET can be used to create point, vector, line, area objects and 

inscriptions. The object type is assigned by the user in the mode of object creation. 

Rules for forming a file of coordinate for type MET: 

1) A file of type MET must have a MET extension, in the first line of the file there must be a 

service field MET. 

2) Coordinates in a file of type XYH can be represented in meters (on the ground/terrain), or 

geodetic coordinates (radians, degrees, degrees – minutes – seconds). 

3) Coordinates (in meters) can be represented in the right (X Y) or left (Y X) coordinate system. 

4) In the MET file, a list of coordinates for the created linear, area, dot (single dot), vector (two 

dots) objects or objects – inscriptions (two dots), and linear and area objects – circles (one dot – 

the center of circle, the radius is specified in meters in the line with the field #CIRCLE, for 

example #CIRCLE 2500.5). 

5) The description of the objects to be created must start with a line containing the BEGIN field 

and end with a string containing the END field. The description of each object to be created 

must begin with a line containing the character «#». 

6) After the line containing the symbol «#», it directly follows the lines containing the description 

for the coordinates of the dots for the created objects. 

7) After the line containing the symbol «#», it can be recorded an arbitrary number of lines 

containing the SEM field (the semantics of the created object) and one string containing the 

TEXT field (when creating inscriptions for the objects). 

8) The file is allowed to have blank lines and comment lines starting with the character «/». 

9) Specifying coordinates in the form of real numbers, the symbols «.» or «,» can be used as a 

separator for the whole and fractional parts. 

 

Table 36 -  Description of MET file fields 

Name Description 

MET The start label of the file (required field). 

BEGIN Information start label (required field). 

# The start label of the new object (required field). 

END End-of-information label (required field). 

XY Rectangular coordinates in meters (default). 

RAD Radians. 

GRAD Degrees (parts of degree). 

GMS Degrees, minutes, seconds. 

WGS84 Geodetic coordinates are presented in the system WGS84. 

H The attribute of the three-dimensional metric (after the «#» symbol, for example, 

#H). 

R The attribute of the expanded metric (Y, X). It is indicated after the symbol «#», 

for example, #R, it is allowed #RH or #HR). 

CIRCLE Creates a circle object (after the symbol «#», it is not allowed together with the H 

and R fields, the format is #CIRCLE radius, where radius is the radius of the circle 

in meters). 

ELLIPSE An object-ellipse is created (after the symbol «#», it is not allowed together with 

the H and R fields, the format is #CIRCLE radius1 radius2 Angle, where radius1 is 

the large radius in meters, radius2 is the small radius in meters, Angle is the slope 

angle of the large semi-axis Ellipse in degrees). 
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Name Description 

QUADRO Creates a square-object (after the symbol «#», is not allowed together with the H 

and R fields, the format #QUADRO radius Angle, where radius is the side length 

in meters, Angle is the slope angle in degrees); Angle is an optional parameter, in 

the absence it takes the value 0. 

SEM SEM Object semantics (format SEM code value, where code is the characteristic 

code, value is the characteristic value). 

TEXT Inscription of the object is created (TEXT value format, where value is the actual 

text of the inscription). 

 

Service fields should start at the first position of the line. 

The tags (labels) MET, BEGIN, END are mandatory key fields, the description of objects is 

separated by the symbol «#». 

By default (or after the appearance of XY service field), objects are created in a rectangular 

coordinate system (after the service field «#» followed by lines containing pairs for coordinates of the 

object dots in meters). 

After the appearance of RAD service field, objects are created in the geodetic coordinate system 

(after the service field «#» followed by lines containing pairs for coordinates of the object dots (B, L) in 

radians). 

After the appearance of GRAD service field, objects are created in the geodetic coordinate system 

(after the service field «#» followed by lines containing pairs for coordinates of the object dots (B, L) in 

fractions of a degree), for example: 

# 

57.123654 345.576543 

58.123654 344.576543 

Latitude can vary from 0 to 90 (northern) and from 0 to -90 (southern). Longitude can vary from 0 

to 360 degrees (or from 0 to 180 and -180). 

After the appearance of GMS service field, objects are created in the geodetic coordinate system 

(after the service field «#» followed by lines containing pairs for coordinates of the object dots (B, L) in 

degrees, minutes and seconds), for example:  

# 

7 20 37.123 345 57 54.322 

-5 20 37.123 345 57 54.322 

Latitude can vary from 0 to 90 (northern) and from 0 to -90 (southern). Longitude can vary from 0 

to 360 degrees (or from 0 to 180 and -180). 

A single text file can contain information about objects in different coordinate systems. 

Creating an object using rectangular coordinates, it is necessary to ensure that the objects created 

are described in the same coordinate system (and in the same area for topographic maps) as the map to 

which they are applied. 

Geodetic coordinates can be applied to an object on the map only if it is created in a projection that 

supports the reciprocal recalculation between geodetic and rectangular coordinates. This can be checked, 

if you try to change the current coordinate system to a geodetic (via the menu item « Options 

(Parameters)».  If it turned out – safely create objects by geodetic coordinates. 

By description in a text file, they create the same type objects. If you need to map the coordinates of 

objects for different types on the map, it is recommended to spread their description in different text files. 

The presence of the characters «#H» (instead of «#») means that the coordinates of the object are 

recorded in the form of three-dimensional metric (X, Y, H). 

The presence of the symbols «#R» (instead of «#») means that the coordinates of the object are 

recorded in the rotated coordinate system (Y, X). 
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Using SEM field, it is possible to specify the semantics of the object to be created. Format: «SEM 

code value», where code is the semantics code, value is the semantics value. One field of SEM can 

describe one semantic. To describe several semantics, it should specify several SEM fields for the object. 

Example of MET text file: 

MET 

BEGIN 

// Creation the dot objects in radians 

RAD 

# 

0.97065938   0.65882652 

# 

0.97058971   0.65838004 

// Creation the dot object in degrees 

GRAD 

# 

55.65802244 37.54409293 

// Creation the dot object in meters 

XY 

# 

6171257.20   7408038.50 

// Creation the dot object in meters (3D metrics) 

#H 

6171257.20   7408038.50 122.5 

// Creation the dot object with semantics ABSOLUTE HEIGHT  

// and its own name 

# 

 

SEM 4 122.5 

SEM 9 m (mount). Vysokaya 

6171257.20   7408038.50 

// Creation the dot object with expanded metric (Y, X) 

#R 

7408038.50 6171257.20    

# 

61677.20   7407298.50 

// Creation the dot object (coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds) 

GMS 

# 

55 39 28.88 37 32 38.73 

# 

55 39 18.96 37 32 20.51 

END 
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APPENDIX 3   DESCRIPTION FOR THE STRUCTURE OF FILE OSC 

The object creation script file is designed to quickly create sets of objects according to the pattern 

described in OSC file. 

The coordinates, contained in MET file, can be used to create dot, vector, line, area objects and 

inscriptions. The object type is assigned by the user in the object creation mode. 

Rules for the formation of OSC file coordinates: 

 

Table 37 -  Description of fields in the OSC file 

Name Description 

OBJECTSSCRIPT The start mark (tag) of the file (required field). 

Object creation commands 

INIT Creation of a new object. After the INIT command, the object key from the 

classifier of the same name must be specified. 

COMMIT Saving (recording) an object. The COMMIT command is automatically 

executed before each INIT command. 

QUIT Completing the creation mode (disabling the button). 

STAFF Drawing of the combined conventional sign of «CP» type (Command post), 

callout. 

STAFFON Beginning for application of combined «CP». 

STAFFOFF Completion for application of combined «CP». 

Commands for building the metrics 

POINT1 Enter one dot with the indication on the map. It is usually used when creating 

dot objects, or if you need to save the first dot in memory. 

POINT2 Enter dots with the indication on the map. This command limits the metric of 

the object to two dots. It is usually used when creating vector and short linear 

objects. 

POINT3 Enter dots with the indication on the map. This command limits the metric of 

the object to three dots. It is usually used when creating linear objects of a 

special kind. 

POINTN Enter dots with the indication on the map. This command limits the metric of 

the object to the number of dots specified after the POINTN command. It is 

usually used when creating small line and area objects. 

ANYPOINT Enter dots with the indication on the map. This command allows you to enter 

from 1 to an unlimited number of dots. The input is terminated by double-

clicking the left mouse button. It is usually used when creating linear and area 

objects with arbitrary contour length. 

MYPOINT Enter a dot from the current object. 

OTHERPOINT Enter a dot from another object. 

MEMOPOINT Remember the current dot in the memory location. The cell number is recorded 

after the MEMOPOINT command. 

REMEMBERPOINT Add a dot to the metric with extraction from the memory location previously 

filled. The cell number is recorded after the REMEMBERPOINT command. 

Modes for building the metrics 

SPLINEON Constructing a metric by spline. 

BARON Constructing a metric in the form of a rectangle. 
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Name Description 

CIRCLEON Constructing a metric in the form of a circle. 

ARBITRON Constructing a metric in the form of a broken line (the default mode). 

POINTMAX Limit the metric to the maximum number of dots. The number of dots must be 

specified after the command POINTMAX. This command can be specified 

before the command ANYPOINT. 

POINTMIN Limit the metric to the minimum number of dots. The number of dots must be 

specified after the command POINTMIN. This command can be specified 

before the command ANYPOINT. 

Commands of assignment 

GROUPHEAD Assign the object as the master in the set. This command records the main 

object number into the service semantics «Main dialing object» (code 32801). 

The number is assigned to the object when the COMMIT command is executed. 

Therefore, the GROUPHEAD command must be specified after the COMMIT 

command. 

GROUPSUBORD Assign the object to a slave in the set. This command records to the service 

semantics «Slave dialing object» (code 32802) the number of the main object. 

This command can be specified for the object that follows the main. 

ATTRIBUTE Assign the set of semantics to the object. This command opens the dialog for 

entering semantics. To finish entering the values of the semantics, press «». 

SEMANTICCODE Assign the semantics to the object with the code specified after the 

SEMANTICCODE command. The meaning of semantics is indicated after the 

code. 
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